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Abstract
In this paper we illustrate the design choices that led to the development of
ArgSemSAT, the winner of the preferred semantics track at the 2017 International
Competition on Computational Models of Arguments (ICCMA 2017), a biennial
contest on problems associated to the Dung’s model of abstract argumentation
frameworks, widely recognised as a fundamental reference in computational
argumentation. The algorithms of ArgSemSAT are based on multiple calls to a
SAT solver to compute complete labellings, and on encoding constraints to drive
the search towards the solution of decision and enumeration problems. In this
paper we focus on preferred semantics (and incidentally stable as well), one of
the most popular and complex semantics for identifying acceptable arguments.
We discuss our design methodology that includes a systematic exploration and
empirical evaluation of labelling encodings, algorithmic variations and SAT solver
choices. In designing the successful ArgSemSAT, we discover that: (1) there is
a labelling encoding that appears to be universally better than other, logically
equivalent ones; (2) composition of different techniques such as AllSAT and
enumerating stable extensions when searching for preferred semantics brings
advantages; (3) injecting domain specific knowledge in the algorithm design can
lead to significant improvements.
Keywords: Abstract Argumentation, SAT-based Algorithms, Stable and
Preferred Semantics
1. Introduction
Computational Argumentation is emerging in Artificial Intelligence as a
reasoning paradigm able to handle incomplete and inconsistent information in a
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way that fosters the development of robust intelligent systems in e.g. the legal,
medical, e-government and debate systems domains [1]. In particular, argument-
based debate systems aim not only at supporting human-human argumentation,
but also at developing machine-generated arguments.
In this setting, Dung’s model of abstract argumentation frameworks [2] is
widely recognised as a fundamental reference in virtue of its simplicity and ability
to capture a variety of more specific approaches as special cases, in the areas
of non-monotonic reasoning, logic programming and structured argumentation
[2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. More specifically, Dung’s model plays a role in the assessment
layer of argumentation, i.e. to establish the justification of arguments and their
conclusions. In argument-based debate technology applications, it supports the
assessment of debatewide features such as which arguments are winning [1].
An abstract argumentation framework (AF ) consists of a set of arguments
and an attack relation between them. The concept of extension plays a key role
in this simple setting, where an extension is intuitively a set of arguments which
can “survive the conflict together.” Different notions of extension correspond
to alternative argumentation semantics, whose definitions and properties are
actively investigated since more than two decades (see [7, 8] for an introduction).
The three traditional argumentation semantics introduced in Dung’s paper
[2], namely grounded, stable, and preferred semantics, currently represent the
most widely adopted approaches to determine the justification status of argu-
ments in abstract argumentation. They are all based on complete semantics, also
introduced in [2] as a unifying framework for different semantics, since exten-
sions are selected among the complete ones. While grounded semantics always
identifies a single extension which can be computed in polynomial time, stable
and preferred semantics allow multiple extensions, yielding in some cases the
capability of assigning a committed status to arguments that are left undecided
by grounded semantics [9]. Differently from stable semantics, preferred semantics
also guarantees the existence of extensions for any argumentation framework,
thus providing a justification status of arguments in cases where applying stable
semantics collapses [2]. In this respect, the name of preferred semantics reflects
a sort of preference w.r.t. the other traditional argumentation semantics.
The main computational problems in abstract argumentation are naturally
related to extensions and include decision problems, e.g. determining whether
an argument belongs to all extensions, and construction problems, such as
enumerating all of the extensions prescribed by a given semantics for a given AF .
Unfortunately, the complexity of extension-related decision problems turns out to
be intractable for most of the semantics [10, 11] and this clearly has a substantial
detrimental effect whenever dealing with real-world problems, e.g. [12]. As to
stable semantics, credulous and skeptical reasoning are in the first level of the
polynomial hierarchy. As to preferred semantics, the advantages of preferred
semantics mentioned above come at a price in terms of computational complexity,
in particular skeptical reasoning is located at the second level. These complexity
issues motivate a recent interest for the investigation on efficient algorithms
for abstract argumentation and their empirical assessment. In order to foster
the development of such algorithms as well as determining the state-of-the-art
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of current implementations, the International Competition on Computational
Models of Argumentation (ICCMA)1 has been established on a biennial basis
starting in 2015.
While different approaches turn out to be complementary and can be success-
fully combined in portfolios [13], reduction-based approaches, most of them based
on SAT, had the best performance during ICCMA 2017,2 the last competition.
It is worth noticing that this is not a universal truth as we already discussed at
length in [13].
In this paper we illustrate the design choices that led to the development of
SAT-based algorithms for preferred semantics, the most challenging semantics—
from the complexity perspective—among the traditional ones [2]. These design
choices are at the basis of the solver ArgSemSAT, the winner of the track at
ICCMA 2017 devoted to preferred semantics. We also consider stable semantics
since it can play a significant role also in the context of preferred semantics.
As it will be clear in the following, high performance of ArgSemSAT has been
achieved by applying SAT-reductions in a relatively simple way. In particular,
no decomposition techniques on the argumentation framework have been applied,
since previous experiences on the application of the SCC-recursive schema [14, 15]
seem to indicate that such techniques are efficient only when the number of
strongly connected components is large. Moreover, we have exploited classical
SAT solvers with hard clauses, leaving apart the use of soft clauses which may
play a role in the identification of preferred extensions [16]. It should be pointed
out that we are not claiming that more advanced SAT-based techniques have
a detrimental effect on performance, rather that one of the main reasons why
ArgSemSAT achieves efficiency is a careful identification of the features of the
reduction to SAT.
In particular, it turns out that modelling labellings (i.e. a counterpart of
extensions based on labels) with different boolean formulas, as well as expressing
the constraints involving labellings with different logically equivalent encodings,
has a dramatic impact on performance. In addition, there might be different
options in the exploration of the set of labellings; for instance in the context
of preferred semantics one may either begin from scratch or start from stable
labellings by exploiting the relevant algorithms. Finally, algorithms can be
implemented using different SAT solvers.
Since all of these aspects are interrelated, a systematic analysis is needed
to explore all different options, followed by an empirical evaluation to identify
the most efficient combinations. This is the reason why in this paper we do
not compare ArgSemSAT against the other solvers of the competition, rather we
focus on the above features that—as experiments show—have a dramatic impact
on performance. This way, we describe a methodology that can be applied also to
different SAT-based approaches for abstract argumentation, possibly exploiting
advanced features based e.g. on graph decomposition and soft clauses.
1http://argumentationcompetition.org (on 15 February 2019).
2http://argumentationcompetition.org/2017/results.html (on 15 February 2019).
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Our methodology comprises two steps: first correct algorithms and their
variations need to be identified. In this paper we introduce at an abstract level
the algorithms of ArgSemSAT in Section 3. We then explore possible encodings
of the labellings and of the relevant constraints in Section 4, and detail algorithm
implementations in Section 5.
Then, the various algorithms and variants need to be empirically evaluated,
and Section 6 is devoted to the experimental analysis of ArgSemSAT configu-
rations and to assess a number of hypotheses concerning the interplay of the
different features mentioned above.
One of the main take-home messages of our work is that it is of pivotal
importance to promote the flexibility and configurability of solvers. The well-
known no free-lunch theorem [17] indicates that any two solvers will deliver
indistinguishable performance when compared on a sufficiently large and diverse
set of benchmarks. However, since usually solvers are exploited on a much
smaller set of instances, the ability to specialise a solver for a class of instances
of interest can lead to paramount performance improvement. What our work
fosters, and our experimental analysis suggests, is that any general (i.e., domain
independent) solver dealing with complex problems should incorporate different
methods and techniques, and then allow the selection, configuration, and use of
the most suitable ones given the instances at hand. This is well-aligned with
the research done in the area of algorithm configuration [18, 19]. Furthermore,
it is worth emphasising that the specialisation of solvers according to some
testing benchmarks can also lead to a better understanding of solvers behaviours,
in terms of weaknesses and strengths (see, for instance [20]). Analysing and
comparing different configurations can shed some light on the elements that are
affecting performance, potentially leading to further improvements.
Such a data-driven methodology can then be applied to analyse advantages
and disadvantages of approaches based on advanced features. For instance, in
[15, 21] we discussed how SCC-decomposition might play a role when dealing
with certain classes of AF s. Besides the presence at the local level of similar
variants as in a global algorithm, such an advanced feature could potentially
be exploited by an algorithm, hence the need to analyse and compare different
configurations against a large set of benchmarks.
The validity of such a methodology is ensured by the fact that ArgSemSAT
is the winner of the preferred semantics track at ICCMA 2017: further analyses
with currently prototypical approaches to exploit advanced features are left as
future work.
Comparison with relevant work is provided in Section 7, while in Section 8
we have some conclusive remarks. Unless otherwise stated, proofs are listed in
Appendix A. Appendix B summarises the parameters used in the algorithms we
introduce in Section 5. Finally, Appendix C illustrates a pilot study investigating
the difference in performance when using one propositional variable instead of
three in the search for stable extensions using a SAT solver.
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2. Background
2.1. Argumentation Frameworks and Semantics
An argumentation framework [2] consists of a set of arguments3 and a binary
attack relation between them.
Definition 1. An argumentation framework (AF ) is a pair Γ “ xA,Ry where
A is a set of arguments and R Ď AˆA. We say that b attacks a iff pb,aq P R,
also denoted as b Ñ a. The set of attackers of an argument a is denoted
as a´ fi tb : b Ñ au, the set of arguments attacked by a is denoted as
a` fi tb : a Ñ bu. An argument a without attackers, i.e. such that a´ “ H,
is said initial. We also extend attack notations to sets of arguments, i.e. given
E,S Ď A, E Ñ a iff Db P E s.t. b Ñ a; a Ñ E iff Db P E s.t. a Ñ b;
E Ñ S iff Db P E,a P S s.t. b Ñ a; E´ fi tb | Da P E,b Ñ au and
E` fi tb | Da P E,a Ñ bu.
Each argumentation framework has an associated directed graph where the
vertices are the arguments, and the edges are the attacks.
The basic properties of conflict–freeness, acceptability, and admissibility of a
set of arguments are fundamental for the definition of argumentation semantics.
Definition 2. Given an AF Γ “ xA,Ry:
• a set S Ď A is a conflict–free set of Γ if E a,b P S s.t. a Ñ b;
• an argument a P A is acceptable in Γ with respect to a set S Ď A if @b P A
s.t. b Ñ a, D c P S s.t. c Ñ b;
• the function FΓ : 2A Ñ 2A such that FΓpSq “ ta | a is acceptable in Γ w.r.t. Su
is called the characteristic function of Γ;
• a set S Ď A is an admissible set of Γ if S is a conflict–free set of Γ and
every element of S is acceptable in Γ with respect to S, i.e. S Ď FΓpSq.
An argumentation semantics σ prescribes for any AF Γ a set of extensions,
denoted as EσpΓq, namely a set of sets of arguments satisfying the conditions
dictated by σ. The paper is focused on stable (denoted as ST), and preferred
(denoted as PR) semantics, introduced as follows.
Definition 3. Given an AF Γ “ xA,Ry:
• a set S Ď A is a stable extension of Γ, i.e. S P ESTpΓq, iff S is a conflict-free
set of Γ and S Y S` “ A;
• a set S Ď A is a preferred extension of Γ, i.e. S P EPRpΓq, iff S is a maximal
(w.r.t. set inclusion) admissible set of Γ.
3In this paper we consider only finite sets of arguments: see [22] for a discussion on infinite
sets of arguments.
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The notion of complete extension introduced in [2] represents a common
ground for both semantics, i.e. both preferred and stable extensions can be
defined as complete extensions satisfying specific maximality properties. This is
recalled in Proposition 1.
Definition 4. Given an AF Γ “ xA,Ry, a set S Ď A is a complete extension of
Γ iff S is a conflict-free set of Γ and S “ FΓpSq. The set of complete extensions
of Γ is denoted as ECOpΓq.
Proposition 1 (Originally introduced in [2]). Given an AF Γ “ xA,Ry, a set
S Ď A is a preferred extension of Γ iff S is a maximal (w.r.t. set inclusion)
complete extension, it is a stable extension of Γ iff it is a complete extension
such that for all a P A, a P pS Y S`q.
From the above proposition it is easy to see that ESTpΓq Ď EPRpΓq Ď ECOpΓq.
Taking into account that the extensions prescribed by any semantics are
conflict-free, one can note that each extension S implicitly defines a three-valued
labelling of arguments: an argument a is labelled in iff a P S; it is labelled out iff
S Ñ a; it is labelled undec if neither of the above conditions holds. In the light
of this correspondence, argumentation semantics can be equivalently defined in
terms of labellings rather than of extensions [23, 24, 25, 8].
Definition 5. Given a set of arguments S, a labelling of S is a total function
Lab : S ÞÑ tin, out, undecu. The set of all labellings of S is denoted as LS .
Given an AF Γ “ xA,Ry, a labelling of Γ is a labelling of A. The set of all
labellings of Γ is denoted as LpΓq.
Given a labelling Lab, we write inpLabq for tA|LabpAq “ inu, outpLabq for
tA|LabpAq “ outu and undecpLabq for tA|LabpAq “ undecu.
Labellings can be related by the commitment relation introduced in [26]:
Definition 6. Let Γ “ xA,Ry be an argumentation framework and Lab1,Lab2 P
LpΓq. Lab2 is more or equally committed than Lab1pLab1 Ď Lab2q iff inpLab1q Ď
inpLab2q and outpLab1q Ď outpLab2q. Furthermore, Lab1 Ĺ Lab2 iff Lab1 Ď
Lab2 and Lab2 Ę Lab1.
As shown in [26], Ď is a partial order between labellings:
Proposition 2 (Originally introduced in [26]). The relation Ď between labellings
is reflexive, transitive and anti-symmetric.
Complete labellings can be defined4 as follows.
Definition 7. Let Γ “ xA,Ry be an argumentation framework. A labelling
Lab P LpΓq is a complete labelling of Γ iff it satisfies the following conditions for
any a P A:
4The reader may notice that the definition is redundant, e.g. the third condition may be
dropped since it is entailed by the first two ones. The choice of this definition is for the sake of
exposition.
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• Labpaq “ inô @b P a´Labpbq “ out;
• Labpaq “ outô Db P a´ : Labpbq “ in;
• Labpaq “ undecô @b P a´Labpbq ‰ in ^ Dc P a´ : Labpcq “ undec.
The stable and preferred labellings can then be defined on the basis of
complete labellings.
Definition 8. Let Γ “ xA,Ry be an argumentation framework. A labelling
Lab P LpΓq is
• a stable labelling of Γ iff it is a complete labelling of Γ and there is no
argument labelled undec;
• a preferred labelling of Γ iff it is a complete labelling of Γ maximising the
set of arguments labelled in.
The sets including the complete, stable and preferred labellings of an argu-
mentation framework Γ are denoted as LCOpΓq, LSTpΓq and LPRpΓq, respectively.
From the above definition, it is easy to see that LSTpΓq Ď LPRpΓq Ď LCOpΓq.
On the basis of the results in [2] and [26], the following relations between
complete and preferred labellings can be derived:
Proposition 3 (Originally introduced in [26]). Given an AF Γ “ xA,Ry and
a labelling Lab, Lab is a preferred labelling of Γ if and only if Lab is a maximal
complete labelling (w.r.t. Ď) of Γ. Moreover, given a complete labelling Lab,
there exists a preferred labelling Lab1 such that Lab Ď Lab1.
In order to show the connection between extensions and labellings, let us
recall from [8] the definition of the function Ext2Lab, returning the labelling
corresponding to a conflict–free set of arguments S.
Definition 9. Given an AF Γ “ xA,Ry and a conflict–free set S Ď A, the
corresponding labelling Ext2LabpSq is the labelling Lab such that
• Labpaq “ inô a P S
• Labpaq “ outô D b P S s.t. b Ñ a
• Labpaq “ undecô a R S ^ E b P S s.t. b Ñ a
As shown in [25], there is a bijective correspondence between the complete,
stable, preferred extensions and the complete, stable, preferred labellings, re-
spectively.
Proposition 4 (Originally introduced in [25]). Given an an AF Γ “ xA,Ry,
Lab is a complete (stable, preferred) labelling of Γ if and only if there is a
complete (stable, preferred) extension S of Γ such that Lab “ Ext2LabpSq.
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Semantics σ
ST PR
DC-σ np-compl. np-compl.
DS-σ conp-compl. Πp2-compl.
Table 1: Computational complexity of credulous and skeptical acceptance in finite afs: DC
denotes credulous acceptance, while DS skeptical acceptance.
2.2. Computational Problems in Abstract Argumentation
The main computational problems in abstract argumentation are related to
the different semantics and can be partitioned into two classes: decision problems
and construction problems. Decision problems pose yes/no questions like “Does
this argument belong to one (all) extensions?” or “Is this set an extension?”,
while construction problems require to explicitly produce some of the extensions
prescribed by a semantics. The complexity of extension-related decision problems
has been deeply investigated and, for most of the semantics proposed in the
literature they have been proven to be intractable. Intractability extends directly
to construction/enumeration problems, given that their solutions provide direct
answers to decision problems.
In this paper we focus on extension enumeration (a construction problem),
credulous acceptance and skeptical acceptance of an argument (both of them
decision problems).
Extension enumeration is the problem of constructing all of the extensions
prescribed by a given semantics for a given AF . Following [27], we denote such
a problem as EE-σ.
Credulous and skeptical acceptance refer to a specific argument, where the
natural questions arising are related to extension inclusion. In particular, an
argument a is credulously accepted with regard to a given semantics σ and a
given AF Γ iff a belongs to at least one extension of Γ under σ, i.e. DE P EσpΓq
s.t. a P E. We denote the problem of determining whether an argument of AF
is credulously accepted with regard to a semantics σ as DC-σ. An argument a is
skeptically accepted with regard to a given semantics σ and a given AF Γ iff a
belongs to each extension of Γ under σ, i.e. @E P EσpΓq a P E. We denote the
corresponding decision problem as DS-σ.5
The complexity of credulous and skeptical acceptance problems for stable
and preferred semantics are shown in Table 1 [10]. We refer the reader to [11] for
a recent investigation on the complexity of the extension enumeration problem
under different semantics.
Given the bijective correspondence between extensions and labellings proved
by Proposition 4, the above problems can be directly formulated as the problem
5Please note that if EσpΓq “ H, it is trivially true that @a P A DS-σpaq “ J (vacuous
truth).
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of computing all labellings prescribed by a given semantics (corresponding to
extensions enumeration), determining whether there is a labelling where an
argument is labelled in (credulous acceptance) and whether an argument is
labelled in by all labellings (skeptical acceptance).
2.3. Propositional satisfiability and SAT solvers
A propositional formula over a set of boolean variables is satisfiable if and only
if there exists a truth assignment of the variables such that the formula evaluates
to True. Checking whether such an assignment exists is the satisfiability (SAT)
problem, and an algorithm able to solve this problem is called SAT solver.
Most SAT solvers require as input a propositional formula in conjunctive
normal form (CNF), i.e. expressed as a conjunction of clauses, where each clause
is a disjunction of literals (in the context of propositional logic, a literal is either
a propositional variable or its negation). Moreover, if the formula is satisfiable
SAT solvers are generally able to return as output a satisfying assignment.
A variation of the SAT problem is the so-called AllSAT problem, namely given
a CNF formula as input, determining the set of all its satisfying assignments.
A typical AllSAT solver (ALLSatS) iteratively computes satisfying assignments
using a traditional SAT solver and adds to the input formula some blocking
clauses which are the complement of total or partial assignments to exclude
previously identified solutions. More specifically, a practical ALLSatS receives
a CNF formula as input and solves the AllSAT problem by determining an
equivalent formula in disjunctive normal form (DNF), i.e. as a disjunction of
clauses where each clause is a conjunction of literals. From [28]—that builds on
top of [29] and [30]—the generic structure of an AllSAT solver is presented in
Algorithm 1. Line 3 uses a SAT solver (SatS) to compute a satisfying assignment
for the formula F . Line 4 calls the unspecified function compute to obtain the
partial assignment (cube) qi from mi (total assignment). A blocking clause ci is
found and added to Fi preventing these assignments from being enumerated any
further. This loop ends when Fi becomes unsatisfiable.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm template for AllSAT solver, [28, Algorithm 1 ]
Input: F (a CNF Formula)
Output: Q (a DNF Formula) such that F ðñ Q
1: i :“ 1, F1 :“ F , Q :“ K
2: while not unsatpFiq do
3: mi :“ SatSpFiq Ź get a satisfying assignment of Fi
4: pqi , ciq :“ computepmiq Ź get cube and blocking clause
5: Q :“ Q _ qi ,Fi`1 :“ Fi ^ ci Ź update Q and Fi
6: i :“ i ` 1
7: end while
8: return Q
As noticed in [28], a very simple implementation of compute is to set qi :“ mi ,
and ci :“  qi . In [28] the authors discuss at length more efficient ways to
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implement such a compute function, and achieve speed improvements up to three
orders of magnitude.
There are also extensions to the SAT and AllSAT problems where clauses are
partitioned into hard and soft clauses, and the solutions are determined among
all assignments satisfying all hard clauses and maximising the sum of numerical
weights associated to soft clauses. However, as specified in Section 1, in this
paper we focus on classical SAT and AllSAT solvers: an application of weighted
MaxSAT to compute the preferred extensions is described in [16].
3. Abstract Algorithms for Stable and Preferred Semantics
In this section we provide in abstract form the algorithms we consider for the
solution to the computational problems under stable and preferred semantics,
respectively. These algorithms perform a search in the space of (a subset of) the
complete labellings, where each step of the search process requires the invocation
of a non-deterministic function which returns a complete labelling satisfying a
number of specific constraints. Acceptable solutions of the non-deterministic
functions are encoded as a propositional formula, in such a way that each
satisfying assignment corresponds to a desired complete labelling. This way,
the function can be implemented by means of a SAT solver. Different ways of
identifying the corresponding formulas will be introduced in Section 4.
3.1. Stable Semantics
The first problem we consider is the enumeration of stable labellings. Al-
gorithm 2 starts from an empty set of labellings Ls (initalised at line 1) and
simply consists of a loop (lines 2–4) which at each iteration identifies a novel
stable labelling (line 2) and records it in Ls (line 3). In particular, FindST‰ is a
non-deterministic function that, given an argumentation framework Γ and a set
of stable labellings Ls Ď LSTpΓq, returns a stable labelling Lab P LSTpΓq such
that Lab R Ls if such a labelling exists, and returns K in the other case. As
shown in Section 4, this function (as well as FindSTa in Algorithms 3 and 4) can
identify a stable labelling as a satisfying assignment of a propositional formula
which encodes the constraints of complete labellings enriched with the condition
of having no undec arguments. The issue of encodings complete labellings is
dealt with in Section 4.1.
It can be seen that the loop of Algorithm 2 enumerates all the satisfying
assignments of a propositional formula, corresponding to the stable labellings
of Γ. As a consequence, the loop can be replaced by a single call to an AllSAT
solver: this will be available as an option of the implemented algorithm (see
Section 5).
Credulous acceptance under stable semantics can simply be checked by
searching for a stable labelling which assigns the in-label to the input argument.
Accordingly, Algorithm 3 consists of a single line exploiting the non-deterministic
function FindSTa which receives as input an argumentation framework Γ “
xA,Ry, an argument a P A and a label s P tin, outu, and returns as output a
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Algorithm 2 Enumeration of Stable Labellings
SAT-EL-ST
Input: Γ “ xA,Ry
Output: Ls “ LSTpΓq
1: Ls :“ H
2: while Lab :“ FindST‰pΓ,Lsq do
3: Ls :“ Ls Y tLabu
4: end while
5: return Ls
stable labelling Lab P LSTpΓq such that Labpaq “ s if such a labelling exists, K
otherwise.
Algorithm 3 Credulous acceptance under Stable Semantics
SAT-DC-ST
Input: Γ “ xA,Ry, a P A
Output: J if a is credulously accepted under ST, K otherwise
1: return FindSTapΓ, inq ‰ K
As to skeptical acceptance, Algorithm 4 checks whether there is a stable
labelling such that the argument is out (line 1), returning K if this is the case (line
2). If such a labelling does not exist, then either the argumentation framework
has no stable labellings or every stable labelling labels the argument in: in
both cases the argument is skeptically accepted, and the algorithm returns J
accordingly (line 4).
Algorithm 4 Skeptical acceptance under Stable Semantics
SAT-DS-ST
Input: Γ “ xA,Ry, a P A
Output: J if a is skeptically accepted under ST, K otherwise
1: if FindSTapΓ, outq ‰ K then
2: return K
3: end if
4: return J
Correctness of Algorithms 2, 3 and 4 is pointed out in the following theorem,
whose proof is obvious and is thus omitted.
Theorem 1. Given an AF Γ “ xA,Ry and a P A:
• tinpLabq | Lab P SAT-EL-STpΓqqu “ ESTpΓq
• SAT-DC-STpΓ,aq ” pDS P ESTpΓq,a P Sq
• SAT-DS-STpΓ,aq ” p@S P ESTpΓq,a P Sq
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3.2. Preferred Semantics
Due to the complexity gap between SAT and the preferred labelling enumer-
ation problem, it is not possible to identify in polynomial time a propositional
formula (of polynomial size) whose models correspond to preferred labellings.
In particular, differently to the case of stable semantics, in order to identify
preferred labellings it is necessary to maximise in-arguments among complete
labellings, thus the constraints corresponding to preferred labellings cannot be
obtained by adding a simple condition to the constraints of complete labellings.
Algorithm 5 enumerates the preferred labellings of a framework Γ by means
of two nested loops. The outer loop (lines 2-7) starts from an empty set of
labellings Lp (line 1) and identifies at each iteration a novel preferred labelling
Lab, which is added to Lp (line 6).
In particular, FindCLĘ is a non-deterministic function that, given an argu-
mentation framework Γ and a set of preferred labellings Lp Ď LPRpΓq, picks
out a labelling Lab from a set of complete labellings L subject to the following
constraints:
• L Ď LCOpΓq, i.e. L only includes complete labellings of Γ
• @Lab1 P L,@Lab2 P Lp,Lab1 Ę Lab2, i.e. L does not include those labellings
that are less or equally committed w.r.t. a labelling of Lp
• pLPRpΓqzLpq Ď L, i.e. L includes the preferred labellings that are not
already included in Lp
If there is no labelling in L, the function returns K.
Note that the above constraints on L are compatible, in particular the
preferred labellings that are not included in Lp cannot be less committed than
any labelling of Lp, due to Proposition 3.
Ideally, the set L should only include the preferred labellings of Γ that have
not yet been found, i.e. L “ LPRpΓqzLp, entailing that a preferred labelling is
directly identified at line 2. Since this is not possible in general, FindCLĘpΓ,Lpq,
line 2, identifies a complete labelling which is not necessary preferred, but due to
the second constraint on L there is a preferred labelling which is more or equally
committed w.r.t. it. This preferred labelling is identified by the inner loop (lines
3-5) which starts from the complete labelling Lab and produces a sequence of
more committed complete labellings strictly ordered w.r.t. Ĺ. In particular,
FindCLĽ is a non-deterministic function that, given an argumentation framework
Γ and a complete labelling Lab P LCOpΓq, returns a complete labelling Lab1 such
that Lab Ĺ Lab1 if such a labelling exists, K otherwise. When the sequence can
no more be extended, FindCLĽpΓ,Labq returns K at line 3, and its last element
Lab correspond to a maximal complete labelling w.r.t. Ď, namely to a preferred
labelling.
Since stable labellings are also preferred, instead of starting from an empty
set of preferred labellings at line 1 it is possible to first compute the stable
labellings by Algorithm 2, i.e. line 1 is replaced with Lp :“ SAT-EL-STpΓq.
This straightforward variation is reported in Algorithm 6.
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Algorithm 5 Enumeration of Preferred Labellings
EL-PR
Input: Γ “ xA,Ry
Output: Lp “ LPRpΓq
1: Lp :“ H
2: while Lab :“ FindCLĘpΓ,Lpq do
3: while Lab1 :“ FindCLĽpΓ,Labq do
4: Lab :“ Lab1
5: end while
6: Lp :“ Lp Y tLabu
7: end while
8: return Lp
Algorithm 6 Enumeration of Preferred Labellings: variation using the enumer-
ation of Stable Labellings
EL-PR-withST
Input: Γ “ xA,Ry
Output: Lp “ LPRpΓq
1: Lp :“ SAT-EL-STpΓq
2: while Lab :“ FindCLĘpΓ,Lpq do
3: while Lab1 :“ FindCLĽpΓ,Labq do
4: Lab :“ Lab1
5: end while
6: Lp :“ Lp Y tLabu
7: end while
8: return Lp
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Since preferred labellings do not directly correspond to the satisfying as-
signments of a propositional formula, differently to the case of stable semantics
AllSAT solvers are not directly applicable here. An option would be to determine
all complete labellings by solving an AllSAT problem and then to identify the
maximal ones w.r.t. Ď, however this would be inefficient compared to Algorithms
5 and 6, which are able to cut the search space of complete labellings.
Turning to credulous acceptance, similarly to the case of stable semantics it
suffices to determine whether a complete labelling exists which assigns the in
label to the input argument (thus ensuring that there is a preferred labelling,
possibly coinciding with the identified complete one, satisfying this condition).
This corresponds to Algorithm 7, where FindCLa is a function that, given an
argumentation framework Γ, an argument a P A and a label s P tin, outu,
returns a complete labelling Lab P LCOpΓq such that Labpaq “ s if such a
labelling exists, K otherwise.
Algorithm 7 Credulous acceptance under Preferred Semantics
DC-PR
Input: Γ “ xA,Ry, a P A
Output: J if a is credulously accepted under PR, K otherwise
1: return FindCLapΓ, inq ‰ K
Skeptical acceptance can be determined by enumerating the preferred la-
bellings of the input argumentation framework, and checking whether all of them
assign the label in to the input argument. This corresponds to Algorithm 8,
a straightforward adaptation of Algorithm 5 which iterates over the preferred
labellings of Γ and returns K whenever it identifies a preferred labelling where
the input argument a is not labelled in (lines 6 and 7). If for all preferred
labellings this is not the case, then a is skeptically accepted and the algorithm
returns J at line 11.
Similarly to the case of Algorithm 5, it is also possible to start from the
stable labellings to check whether one of them does not assign the label in to a.
However Algorithm 9 shows a rather different alternative to Algorithm 8. Since
stable extensions by definition do not assign the label undec, it is more efficient
to check with a single call to the function FindCLa whether there is a complete
labelling which assigns the label out to a, entailing the existence of a preferred
labelling satisfying this condition and thus disproving skeptical acceptance of a.
Moreover, it can also be checked whether there is a complete labelling assigning
the label in to a, and if this is not the case then a is not skeptically accepted
either (line 1–3).
If the algorithm enters line 4 then there are no preferred labellings where
a is out, and the algorithm looks for a preferred labelling assigning the label
undec to a in order to prove that a is not skeptically accepted. To this purpose,
a loop (lines 5–13) starts from an empty set of complete labellings Lc, and
considers at each iteration a maximal complete labelling such that a is labelled
undec. For ease of explanation, let us define Lmu as the set including the
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Algorithm 8 Skeptical acceptance under Preferred Semantics 1
DS-PR-straightforward
Input: Γ “ xA,Ry, a P A
Output: J if a is skeptically accepted under PR, K otherwise
1: Lp :“ H
2: while Lab :“ FindCLĘpΓ,Lpq do
3: while Lab1 :“ FindCLĽpΓ,Labq do
4: Lab :“ Lab1
5: end while
6: if Labpaq ‰ in then
7: return K
8: end if
9: Lp :“ Lp Y tLabu
10: end while
11: return J
labellings of this kind, i.e. Lmu fi tLab P LCOpΓq | Labpaq “ undec ^ ELab1 P
LCOpΓq s.t. pLab1paq “ undec^ Lab Ĺ Lab1qu. FindCLUĘa is a non-deterministic
function that, given an argument a P A, an argumentation framework Γ and a
set of complete labellings Lc Ď Lmu, picks out a complete labelling Lab (not
necessarily maximal) from a set of complete labellings L subject to the following
constraints:
• L Ď tLab1 P LCOpΓq | Lab1paq “ undecu, i.e. L only includes complete
labellings of Γ which assign the label undec to a;
• @Lab1 P L,@Lab2 P Lc,Lab1 Ę Lab2, i.e. L does not include those labellings
that are less or equally committed w.r.t. a labelling of Lc;
• ptLab1 P LPRpΓq | Lab1paq “ undecuzLcq Ď L, i.e. L includes the preferred
labellings where a is undec that are not already included in Lc.
If there is no such labelling in L, the function returns K.
Note that the definition of FindCLUĘa is well founded, i.e. the above constraints
are compatible due to the maximality w.r.t. Ď of preferred labellings (see
Proposition 3).
At each iteration of the loop (lines 5–13), a complete labelling Lab such
that Labpaq “ undec is selected (line 5). Then the inner loop (lines 6-8) starts
from the labelling Lab and replaces it with a (not necessarily strictly) more
committed labelling in Lmu. In particular, similarly to FindCLĽ, FindCLĽa is
a non-deterministic function that, given an argument a, an argumentation
framework Γ, a complete labelling Lab P LCOpΓq such that Labpaq “ undec
and a label s P tin, undecu, returns a complete labelling Lab1 P LCOpΓq such
that Lab1paq “ s and Lab Ĺ Lab1 if such a labelling exists, K otherwise. At
each iteration of the inner loop, FindCLĽa pΓ,Lab, undecq produces a strictly more
committed labelling such that a is undec, until the resulting sequence can not
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more be extended and the loop is exited. This way, at line 9 the variable Lab
includes a labelling of Lmu.
It should be noted that such a labelling Lab obtained is not necessarily a
preferred labelling, since there might exist a strictly more committed labelling
such that a is in (recall that from line 4 we are guaranteed that there are no
preferred labellings where a is labelled out). The existence of such a labelling
is checked at line 9. If FindCLĽa pΓ,Lab, inq “ K, then there is no strictly more
committed labelling Lab2 such that Lab2 “ in, i.e. Lab is a preferred labelling
such that Labpaq “ undec, thus a is not skeptically accepted and the algorithm
returns K. Otherwise, Lab is a labelling of Lmu which is not preferred (there is
a strictly more committed complete labelling) and such that all more committed
preferred labellings assign to a the label in (by the maximality of Lab there is
no more committed preferred labelling assigning to a the label undec, and as
mentioned above there is no preferred labelling where a is out). As a consequence,
Lab is recorded by adding it to Lc at line 12, so that at the next iteration of the
loop all complete labellings less committed w.r.t. it (including Lab itself) are
excluded from the search, since according to the considerations above this does
not exclude the possible preferred labellings where a is undec.
If at line 5 the function FindCLUĘa pΓ,Lcq does not return any labelling, then
there are no preferred labellings where a is undec, and the algorithm returns J
(line 14).
Algorithm 9 Skeptical acceptance under Preferred Semantics 2
DS-PR
Input: Γ “ xA,Ry, a P A
Output: J if a is skeptically accepted under PR, K otherwise
1: if FindCLapΓ, inq “ K _ FindCLapΓ, outq ‰ K then
2: return K
3: end if
4: Lc :“ H
5: while Lab :“ FindCLUĘa pΓ,Lcq do
6: while Lab1 :“ FindCLĽa pΓ,Lab, undecq do
7: Lab :“ Lab1
8: end while
9: if FindCLĽa pΓ,Lab, inq “ K then
10: return K
11: end if
12: Lc :“ Lc Y tLabu
13: end while
14: return J
The correctness of Algorithms 5-9 is proved by the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Given an AF Γ “ xA,Ry and a P A:
• tinpLabq | Lab P EL-PRpΓqqu “ EPRpΓq (Algorithm 5);
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• tinpLabq | Lab P EL-PR-withSTpΓqqu “ EPRpΓq (Algorithm 6);
• DC-PRpΓ,aq ” pDS P EPRpΓq,a P Sq (Algorithm 7);
• DS-PR-straightforwardpΓ,aq ” p@S P EPRpΓq,a P Sq (Algorithm 8);
• DS-PRpΓ,aq ” p@S P EPRpΓq,a P Sq (Algorithm 9).
4. Encoding Complete Labellings and their Constraints
Each of the non-deterministic functions exploited by the algorithms described
in Section 3 returns a single complete labelling subject to specific constraints
(e.g. being related by Ĺ w.r.t. a given complete labelling). Taking into account
that a stable labelling is a complete labelling, this also holds for the functions
returning stable labellings that appear in the algorithms of Section 3.1.
Since a complete labelling can be expressed by means of local conditions
relating the label of each node with those of its attackers (see Definition 7), using
a SAT solver is a natural way to implement these functions. According to these
considerations, two problems have to be faced in this respect:
• How to encode the constraints corresponding to complete labellings as a
propositional formula?
• How to encode as propositional clauses, to be conjoined with the formula
above, the specific constraints on the complete labelling returned by each
function?
While these might seem clear-cut tasks, several syntactically different encodings
can be devised which, although logically equivalent, can significantly affect the
performance of the overall process of searching a satisfying assignment. For
instance, adding some “redundant” clauses to a formula may speed up the
search process, thanks to the additional information provided by the additional
constraints. On the other hand, increasing syntactic complexity might lead to
worse performances, thus a careful selection of the encoding is needed. These
aspects will be the main focus of Section 6.
The aim of the following two subsections instead is to explore possible
encodings for complete labellings and the relevant constraints.
4.1. Logical Encodings of Complete Labellings
Given an AF Γ “ xA,Ry we are interested in identifying a boolean formula
such that its satisfying assignments have a one-to-one correspondence with the
complete labellings of Γ.
As mentioned above, several ways to encode complete labellings can be
envisaged. In order to explore alternative encodings, let us consider again the
requirements of Definition 7. They can be expressed as a conjunction of 6 terms,
i.e. CÑin ^ CÐin ^ CÑout ^ CÐout ^ CÑundec ^ CÐundec, where
• CÑin ” pLabpaq “ inñ @b P a´Labpbq “ outq;
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Figure 1: Partial Hasse Diagram of 64 possible encodings of complete labellings.
• CÐin ” pLabpaq “ inð @b P a´Labpbq “ outq;
• CÑout ” pLabpaq “ outñ Db P a´ : Labpbq “ inq;
• CÐout ” pLabpaq “ outð Db P a´ : Labpbq “ inq;
• CÑundec ” pLabpaq “ undec ñ @b P a´Labpbq ‰ in ^ Dc P a´ : Labpcq “
undecq;
• CÐundec ” pLabpaq “ undec ð @b P a´Labpbq ‰ in ^ Dc P a´ : Labpcq “
undecq.
Let us also define CØin ” CÑin ^ CÐin , CØout ” CÑout ^ CÐout, CØundec ” CÑundec ^
CÐundec.
We aim at exploring all the encodings corresponding to the 64 possible
subsets of the 6 terms above, characterised by a cardinality (i.e. the number
of terms) between 0 and 6 and partially ordered according to the Ď-relation.
We will denote these encodings as Ciou, with i, o, u P tÑ,Ð,Ø,„u, i.e. Ciou ”
Ciin^Coout^Cuundec, where C„in “ C„out “ C„undec “ J (in other words, the symbol
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„ denotes that the corresponding term is not present in the encoding). For
instance, CÑØ„ ” CÑin ^ CØout.
Using basic combinatorial calculus it can be seen that the 64 subsets can
be partitioned as follows: one encoding with cardinality 0 (i.e. the empty
encoding C„„„), 6 encodings with cardinality 1, 15 encodings with cardinality 2,
20 encodings with cardinality 3, 15 encodings with cardinality 4, 6 encodings
with cardinality 5 and one encoding with cardinality 6 (i.e. CØØØ corresponding
to Definition 7). Figure 1 depicts these encodings by arranging them according
to their cardinality (indicated at the left), and partially shows the inclusion
relationships (focusing on those that will be relevant in the following).
The encodings can be partitioned into three classes:
1. weak encodings, i.e. such that there is an argumentation framework and
a labelling satisfying all their terms which however is not a complete
labelling;
2. correct and non-redundant encodings, i.e. able to correctly identify com-
plete labellings and such that any strict subset of their terms is weak;
3. correct and redundant encodings, i.e. able to correctly identify complete
labellings and such that there is a strict subset of their terms which is
correct.
The corresponding characterisation of the 64 encodings is illustrated in
Figure 1: the dotted line separates the weak encodings (under the line) from
the correct ones (over the line), and among the correct ones those that are
non-redundant are depicted as squares, redundant encodings appear as circles6.
This characterisation is shown to be correct by Theorem 3, which requires two
preliminary propositions.
Proposition 5. Let xA,Ry be an argumentation framework. A total function
Lab : A ÞÑ tin, out, undecu is a complete labelling iff it satisfies any of the
following conjunctive constraints for any a P A:
CØØ„ “ CØin ^ CØout
CØ„Ø “ CØin ^ CØundec
C„ØØ “ CØout ^ CØundec
CÑÑÑ “ CÑin ^ CÑout ^ CÑundec
CÐÐÐ “ CÐin ^ CÐout ^ CÐundec
6CØin ^ CØout and CÑin ^ CÑout ^ CÑundec correspond to the alternative definitions of complete
labellings in [31], where a proof of their equivalence is provided.
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Figure 2: Hasse-like diagram for the 18 correct encodings of complete labellings.
Proposition 6. The following 6 encodings are weak:
CÑÐØ “ CØundec ^ CÑin ^ CÐout
CÐÑØ “ CØundec ^ CÐin ^ CÑout
CÑØÐ “ CØout ^ CÑin ^ CÐundec
CÐØÑ “ CØout ^ CÐin ^ CÑundec
CØÑÐ “ CØin ^ CÑout ^ CÐundec
CØÐÑ “ CØin ^ CÐout ^ CÑundec
In particular, the proof of Proposition 6 identifies for each encoding an
argumentation framework admitting a unique complete labelling which drastically
differs from the one satisfying the weak encoding, i.e. there are arguments labelled
in that should be labelled undec or there are arguments labelled out or undec
that should be labelled in (see the proof in Appendix A for details).
Theorem 3. All the encodings of cardinality 0, 1, and 2 are weak. Among the
encodings of cardinality 3, CÑÑÑ “ CÑin^CÑout^CÑundec and CÐÐÐ “ CÐin^CÐout^CÐundec
are correct and non-redundant, the other 18 encodings are weak. Among
the encodings of cardinality 4, CØØ„ “ CØin ^ CØout, CØ„Ø “ CØin ^ CØundec and
C„ØØ “ CØout ^ CØundec are correct and non-redundant, the 6 encodings CØÑÑ “
CØin ^ CÑout ^ CÑundec, CÑØÑ “ CÑin ^ CØout ^ CÑundec, CÑÑØ “ CÑin ^ CÑout ^ CØundec,
CØÐÐ “ CØin ^CÐout^CÐundec, CÐØÐ “ CÐin ^CØout^CÐundec, CÐÐØ “ CÐin ^CÐout^CØundec
are correct and redundant, the other 6 encodings are weak. All the encodings of
cardinality 5 and 6 are correct and redundant.
Let C “ tCÐÐÐ, CÑÑÑ, CÑÑØ, C„ØØ, CÐÐØ, CØÑÑ, CØ„Ø, CØÐÐ, CÑØÑ, CØØ„ , CÐØÐ, CÑØØ, CÐØØ, CØÑØ,
CØÐØ, CØØÑ, CØØÐ, CØØØu be the set of all the correct encodings of complete labellings
as identified by Theorem 3. The Hasse diagram for these 18 correct encodings is
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reported in Figure 2. Correct and non-redundant encodings are the minimal ones
under set inclusion and correspond to the five encodings identified in Proposition
5.
4.2. Logical Encodings of Complete Labelling Constraints
We then need to encode the specific constraints that characterise the complete
labellings returned as output of the various functions considered in the algorithms
presented in Section 3. In this subsection we identify different ways such
constraints can be encoded, thus completing the analysis at the base of the
implementation of the algorithms detailed in Section 5.
Let us first consider the algorithms described in Section 3.1 relevant to the
stable semantics, which exploit the functions FindST‰ and FindSTa (where a is
an argument). Both of them return a stable labelling Lab, which is defined as a
complete labelling without arguments labelled undec (see Section 2) and can
thus be obtained by constraining the encoding of a complete labelling with the
condition Cst ” @b P A,Labpbq ‰ undec.
Focusing on the function FindST‰, used in Algorithm 2, FindST‰pΓ,Lsq
returns a stable labelling Lab of Γ which is not included in Ls, where Ls is a
set of stable labellings. For each Lab1 P Ls, the condition Lab ‰ Lab1 must thus
be encoded. Since there are no arguments labelled undec by stable labellings, a
natural way to do it amounts to requiring that an argument labelled in by Lab1
is labelled out by Lab, or vice versa. While this can be encoded as a disjunction
over the whole set of arguments, Proposition 7, based on Lemma 1, shows that
such disjunction can be restricted to the arguments labelled in by Lab1 (or Lab),
or equivalently on arguments labelled out by Lab1 (or Lab). Lemma 1 shows
that an argument a is labelled out by a complete labelling Lab1 and in or undec
by another complete labelling Lab2 if and only if another argument b is labelled
in by Lab1 and out or undec by Lab2.
Lemma 1. Let Γ “ xA,Ry be an argumentation framework and Lab1,Lab2 P
LpΓq complete labellings. Da P A such that Lab1paq “ out and Lab2paq ‰ out
iff Db P A such that Lab1pbq “ in and Lab2pbq ‰ in.
Proposition 7. Let Γ “ xA,Ry be an argumentation framework and Lab,Lab1 P
LpΓq stable labellings. All of the following statements are equivalent to Lab ‰
Lab1:
1. Db P A : Lab1pbq “ out^ Labpbq “ in
2. Dc P A : Lab1pcq “ in^ Labpcq “ out
3. Db P A : Lab1pbq “ out ^ Labpbq “ in and Dc P A : Lab1pcq “ in ^
Labpcq “ out
Summing up, the encoding corresponding to Lab “ FindST‰pΓ,Lsq can be
expressed as C ^ Cst ^ C‰, where C is any encoding belonging to C and C‰
is the conjunction of any of the three conditions of Proposition 7 applied to
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all labellings of Ls. It can be noted that the third condition of Proposition 7
corresponds to the conjunction of the first two conditions: As with redundant
encodings for complete labellings, we also consider redundant constraints that
may improve the efficiency of SAT-based algorithms, introduced in Section 3.
As to the function FindSTa, exploited in Algorithms 3 and 4, it returns
a stable labelling Lab of Γ such that Labpaq is a specific label s P tin, outu.
Obviously, the corresponding encoding is C ^ Cst ^ Labpaq “ s.
Let us now turn to preferred semantics and first consider the function FindCLĘ
used in Algorithms 5 and 6 for the enumeration of preferred labellings and in
Algorithm 8 for skeptical acceptance under preferred semantics. In particular,
given an argumentation framework Γ and a set of preferred labellings Lp Ď
LPRpΓq, FindCLĘpΓ,Lpq returns a complete labelling Lab such that @Lab1 P
Lp,Lab Ę Lab1. Proposition 8, in the following, shows that this constraint is
equivalent to require an argument labelled out by Lab1 to be labelled in by Lab,
or vice versa.
Proposition 8. Let Γ “ xA,Ry be an argumentation framework and Lab1 P
LPRpΓq a preferred labelling. Then, @Lab P LCOpΓq, all of the following state-
ments are equivalent to Lab Ę Lab1:
1. Db P A : Lab1pbq “ out^ Labpbq “ in
2. Dc P A : Lab1pcq “ in^ Labpcq “ out
3. Db P A : Lab1pbq “ out ^ Labpbq “ in and Dc P A : Lab1pcq “ in ^
Labpcq “ out
According to Proposition 8, the constraint @Lab1 P Lp,Lab Ę Lab1 can be
expressed in the same way as in the case of the function FindST‰, i.e. the
encoding corresponding to Lab “ FindCLĘpΓ,Lpq is C ^ C‰, where C P C and
C‰ is the conjunction of any of the three conditions of Proposition 8 applied to
all labellings of Lp. Note that C ^ C‰ captures all preferred labellings that do
not belong to Lp, complying with the definition of FindCLĘ (see Section 3.2).
As to the function FindCLĽ, used again in Algorithms 5, 6 and 8, given an
argumentation framework Γ and a complete labelling Lab1, FindCLĽpΓ,Lab1q
returns a complete labelling Lab such that Lab1 Ĺ Lab. This constraint amounts
to require that inpLab1q Ď inpLabq, outpLab1q Ď outpLabq, and that there
is an argument a P undecpLab1q such that Labpaq ‰ undec. Proposition 9,
based on Lemma 1, shows that this constraint can be strengthened by replacing
Labpaq ‰ undec with either Labpaq “ in or Labpaq “ out.
Proposition 9. Let Γ “ xA,Ry be an argumentation framework and Lab,Lab1 P
LCOpΓq. All of the following statements are equivalent to Lab1 Ĺ Lab:
1. inpLab1q Ď inpLabq^outpLab1q Ď outpLabq^Db P undecpLab1q : Labpbq “
out
2. inpLab1q Ď inpLabq^outpLab1q Ď outpLabq^Dc P undecpLab1q : Labpcq “
in
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Figure 3: A counterexample to the direct use of Proposition 8.
3. inpLab1q Ď inpLabq^outpLab1q Ď outpLabq^Db P undecpLab1q : Labpbq “
out^ Dc P undecpLab1q : Labpcq “ in
According to the proposition above, the encoding corresponding to Lab “
FindCLĽpΓ,Lab1q is C ^CĽ, where C P C and CĽ is any of the three conditions
of Proposition 9.
We now consider the function FindCLa, which is exploited by Algorithms 7
and 9 to identify a complete labelling where a is in and by Algorithm 9 to identify
a complete labelling where a is out. Accordingly, the encoding corresponding to
the labelling Lab “ FindCLapΓ, sq, where s P tin, outu, is simply C^Labpaq “ s,
where C P C.
Let us finally turn to the functions appearing in Algorithm 9, namely
FindCLUĘa and FindCL
Ľ
a , which roughly correspond to the functions FindCL
Ę and
FindCLĽ, respectively, but with an additional constraint on the label assigned to
a by the output labelling Lab.
In particular, given an argumentation framework Γ and a set of complete
labellings Lc Ď Lmu, FindCLUĘa pΓ,Lcq returns a complete labelling Lab such that
Labpaq “ undec and @Lab1 P Lc,Lab Ę Lab1. It would be tempting to directly
apply Proposition 8 to this case, however the example depicted in Figure 3 shows
that the corresponding result does not hold in general under the hypothesis that
Lc Ď Lmu. Indeed, there are only three complete labellings such that a is undec,
namely the grounded labelling where all arguments are labelled undec, Lab “
tpe1, undecq, pd1, undecq, pc1, undecqpe2, outq, pd2, inq, pc2, outq, pb, undecq,
pa, undecqu and Lab1 “ tpe1, outq, pd1, inq, pc1, outq, pe2, undecq, pd2, undecq,
pc2, undecq, pb, undecq, pa, undecqu. The grounded labelling is not maximal w.r.t.
Ď, thus Lmu “ tLab,Lab1u. It can be easily checked that, despite Lab1 P Lmu
and Lab Ę Lab1, none of the conditions of Proposition 8 holds, i.e. there is no
argument which is labelled out by Lab1 and in by Lab, or vice versa. On the
other hand, the following proposition shows that these conditions are satisfied
under the hypothesis that Lab is a preferred labelling.
Proposition 10. Let Γ “ xA,Ry be an argumentation framework, a an argu-
ment in A and Lab1 P LpΓq a maximal complete labelling such that Lab1paq “
undec, i.e. ELab˚ P LpΓq such that Lab˚paq “ undec and Lab1 Ĺ Lab˚. Then,
@Lab P LPRpΓq such that Labpaq “ undec, all of the following statements are
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equivalent to Lab ‰ Lab1:
1. Db P A : Lab1pbq “ out^ Labpbq “ in
2. Dc P A : Lab1pcq “ in^ Labpcq “ out
3. Db P A : Lab1pbq “ out ^ Labpbq “ in and Dc P A : Lab1pcq “ in ^
Labpcq “ out
According to the proposition above, the encoding corresponding to Lab “
FindCLUĘa pΓ,Lcq is C ^ C‰ ^ Labpaq “ undec, where C P C and C‰ is the
conjunction of any of the three conditions of Proposition 10 applied to all
labellings of Lc. Indeed, the set of labellings satisfying these constraints complies
with the set L in the definition of FindCLUĘa (see Section 3.2): it is a subset of the
complete labellings (due to C) where a is labelled undec (due to Labpaq “ undec)
which does not include those labellings that are less or equally committed w.r.t.
a labelling of Lc (due to the conditions of C‰), while including all preferred
labellings where a is undec that are outside Lc (this is guaranteed by Proposition
10).
We have finally to consider the function FindCLĽa , which given an argument
a, an argumentation framework Γ and a complete labelling Lab1 P LCOpΓq
returns a complete labelling Lab such that Lab1 Ĺ Lab and Labpaq “ s, with
s P tin, undecu. Taking into account Proposition 9, it is easy to see that the
encoding corresponding to Lab is C ^ CĽ ^ Labpaq “ s, where again C P C and
CĽ is any of the three conditions of Proposition 9.
5. Algorithms Implementation
In this section we present the detailed pseudo-codes7 implementing the
abstract algorithms presented in Section 3.
In order to allow us to explore all the different encodings of complete labellings
and the relevant constraints, we will exploit a number of parameters, denoted as
pi˚˚, and select algorithmic variants with conditional statements based on them:
Table B.5 summarises them.
Before presenting the detailed algorithms, we provide some details on the
encoding of complete labellings as required by existing SAT solvers.
5.1. SAT Encodings of Complete Labellings
To exploit existing SAT solvers, we need first to express the correct constraints
of C identified in Theorem 3 as a formula in conjunctive normal form. To this
7The actual C++ code is available at https://sourceforge.net/projects/argsemsat/ (on
11 May 2018)
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purpose, for each argument a P A we define three boolean variables,8 Ia, Oa,
and Ua, with the intended meaning that Ia is true when argument a is labelled
in, false otherwise, and analogously Oa and Ua correspond to labels out and
undec. Formally, given Γ “ xA,Ry we define the corresponding set of variables
as VpΓq fi
ď
aPA
tIa, Oa, Uau. The constraints of Definition 7 can then be expressed
in terms of the variables VpΓq. The detail of the resulting CNF formula is
given in Proposition 11: proof is omitted as it follows from straightforward
manipulations.
Proposition 11. Given an AF Γ “ xA,Ry:
CÐin ”
ľ
taPAu
¨˝
Ia _
¨˝ ł
tb | bÑau
p Obq‚˛˛‚
CÑin ”
ľ
taPAu
¨˝ ľ
tb | bÑau
 Ia _Ob‚˛
CÐout ”
ľ
taPAu
¨˝ ľ
tb | bÑau
 Ib _Oa‚˛
CÑout ”
ľ
taPAu
¨˝
 Oa _
¨˝ ł
tb | bÑau
Ib‚˛˛‚
CÐundec ”
ľ
taPAu
¨˝ ľ
tb | bÑau
¨˝
Ua _ Ub _
¨˝ ł
tc | cÑau
Ic‚˛˛‚˛‚
8It is worth noticing that variations of the proposed algorithm can be used with fewer
variables. For instance, there are algorithms for preferred semantics using only one variable
per argument, cf. [32, 33]. In ICCMA-15 an earlier version of ArgSemSAT still using three
boolean variables per argument resulted faster than such algorithms when computing the
skeptical acceptance of arguments, despite relying on an external SAT solver as a new process.
For what concerns stable semantics, whose definition does not make use of the undec label, in
Appendix C an interested reader can find the results of a pilot study aimed at quantifying an
alleged improvement in using one variable instead of three when enumerating stable extensions.
Our preliminary results show cases where there is not a statistical significant change; and
when there is one, it might be that the version using three variables has a lower median
runtime. It seems to us that there is evidence that performance does not necessary improve
when considering fewer propositional variables when transforming the constraints imposed by
semantics into CNFs.
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CÑundec ”
ľ
taPAu
¨˝¨˝ ľ
tb | bÑau
p Ua _ Ibq‚˛^
¨˝
 Ua _
¨˝ ł
tb | bÑau
Ub‚˛˛‚˛‚
Furthermore, since for each argument a the variables Ia, Oa, and Ua are
independent, an additional condition is needed to enforce an assignment corre-
sponding to a total function, i.e. to guarantee that exactly one of the variables
is assigned the value True. Moreover, as a small engineering improvement we
explicitly constrain unattacked arguments to be labelled in, and for technical
reasons we restrict to “non-empty” labellings (in the sense that at least one of
the arguments is labelled in). In order to express the resulting CNF identifying
non-empty complete labellings of a given argumentation framework, let us define
a function cnf that receives as input an element of C and an argumentation
framework Γ, and returns the equivalent CNF representation as specified by
Proposition 11, in conjunction with the following formulæ:
ľ
aPA
´
pIa _Oa _ Uaq ^ p Ia _ Oaq^p Ia _ Uaq ^ p Oa _ Uaq
¯
(1)
ľ
ta | a´“Hu
pIa ^ Oa ^ Uaq (2)
ł
aPA
Ia (3)
In particular, (1) enforces a total function, (2) constrains an unattacked
argument to be labelled in, and (3) enforces that at least one argument is
labelled in, thus forcing the search for a non-empty labelling.
5.2. Algorithms for Stable Semantics
In this section we detail the implementation of the algorithms presented in
Section 3.1 on the basis of the encodings identified in Section 4.
To this purpose, we first need to introduce some auxiliary functions referring
to a generic argumentation framework Γ “ xA,Ry.
The call to a SAT solver is expressed by means of the function SatS, which
receives as input a CNF formula and returns a labelling over A satisfying the
constraints expressed by the formula, or H if the formula is not satisfiable.
Similarly, ALLSatS represents a call to an AllSAT solver. It receives as
input a CNF formula as well as two parameters piSAll;O and pi
S
All;I, and returns
two elements, where the first is the (possibly empty) set of labellings over A
satisfying the constraints expressed by the formula, and the second element is
the set of blocking formulæ generated in the process. This second element is
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sometimes needed to exclude from the subsequent search the set of labellings
returned by ALLSatS. Specifically, the implementation exploits the AllSAT solver
developed by [28] with the only modification to enable it to return the set of
blocking clauses along with the set of the found models. The input parameters
piSAll;O and pi
S
All;I allow one to choose the form of the blocking clauses according to
Proposition 7. In particular, piSAll;O generates for each found labelling a blocking
clause based on arguments labelled in, requiring one of them to be labelled out,
while piSAll;I generates a blocking clause that considers only arguments labelled
out. As shown below, they are in essence analogous to the parameters piSO and
piSI used at lines 8–13 of Algorithm 10.
Finally, I-ARGS (resp. O-ARGS, U-ARGS) receives as input a labelling and
returns the set of arguments labelled in (resp. out, undec).
Algorithm 10 details the implementation of Algorithm 2 for the enumeration
of stable labellings. Besides Γ “ xA,Ry, the algorithm receives as input the
specific encoding C˚ P C of complete labellings to be exploited (see Section
4.1) as well as five parameters, i.e. piSAll, pi
S
All;O, pi
S
All;I, pi
S
O, and pi
S
I . The first one
enables the algorithm to directly exploit an AllSAT solver to identify all the
stable labellings, using in this case as input parameters piSAll;O and pi
S
All;I, while
piSO and pi
S
I , in case the AllSAT solver is not exploited, allow one to select the
way to encode the constraint relevant to the function FindST‰.
In particular, if piSAll “ J then the AllSAT solver is called at line 2 on a
CNF which encodes the complete labellings without undecided arguments, i.e.
satisfying the additional requirement
Ź
aPA Ua. In the case piSAll “ K, the
function FindST‰p¨, ¨q, used at line 2 of Algorithm 2, is implemented within
lines 6–15. Line 6 identifies a stable labelling (if this exists) that has not been
identified in an earlier execution of the cycle. Proposition 7 shows that there are
three possibilities to ensure that: an argument labelled in should then become
labelled out, implemented at line 9 if piSO “ J; an argument labelled out should
then become labelled in, implemented at line 12 if piSI “ J; or both of the
previous ones, in case piSO “ J ^ piSI “ J. As discussed in Section 4.2, we leave
room for all the three possibilities, including the redundant constraint, since
logically equivalent encodings may yield different behaviours from the efficiency
point of view.
Note that the algorithm returns as output also the blocking formulæ used to
exclude the generated solutions from the search. These are useful in case the
algorithm is exploited as a first step of the enumeration of preferred labellings
(cf. Algorithm 13).
Moving to credulous and skeptical acceptance, Algorithm 11 uses a call to a
SAT solver (line 1) to implement in a rather straightforward fashion the function
FindSTxp¨, ¨q called at line 1 of Algorithm 3. Similarly, at line 1 of Algorithm 12
the function FindSTxp¨, ¨q used at line 1 of Algorithm 4 is implemented with a
simple call to a SAT Solver.
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Algorithm 10 Enumeration of Stable Labellings using SAT solvers
SAT-EL-ST
Input: Γ “ xA,Ry, C˚ P C, xpiSAll, piSAll;O, piSAll;I, piSO, piSI y P tJ,Ku5
Output: xLs Ď LSTpΓq, blockingy
1: if piSAll then
2: return ALLSatS
˜
cnfpC˚,Γq ^
ľ
aPA
 Ua, piSAll;I, piSAll;O
¸
3: end if
4: Ls :“ H, blocking :“ J
5: do
6: stb :“ SatS
˜
cnfpC˚,Γq ^
ľ
aPA
 Ua ^ blocking
¸
7: if stb ‰ H then
8: if piSO then
9: blocking :“ blocking ^
ł
aPI-ARGSpstbq
Oa
10: end if
11: if piSI then
12: blocking :“ blocking ^
ł
aPO-ARGSpstbq
Ia
13: end if
14: Ls :“ Ls Y tstbu
15: end if
16: while stb ‰ H
17: return xLs , blockingy
Algorithm 11 Credulous acceptance under Stable Semantics using SAT solvers
SAT-DC-ST
Input: Γ “ xA,Ry,x P A, C˚ P C
Output: tJ,Ku
1: return
˜
SatS
˜
cnfpC˚,Γq ^
ľ
aPA
 Ua ^ Ix
¸
‰ H
¸
Algorithm 12 Skeptical acceptance under Stable Semantics using SAT solvers
SAT-DS-ST
Input: Γ “ xA,Ry,x P A, C˚ P C
Output: tJ,Ku
1: if SatS
˜
cnfpC˚,Γq ^
ľ
aPA
 Ua ^ Ox
¸
‰ H then
2: return K
3: end if
4: return J
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Algorithm 13 Enumeration of Preferred Labellings using SAT solvers
SAT-EL-PR
Input: Γ “ xA,Ry, C˚ P C, xpiPS , piSAll, piSAll;O, piSAll;I, piSO, piSI , piPiO, piPiI , piPeO, piPeIy P
tJ,Ku10
Output: Ls Ď LSTpΓq
1: Lp :“ H, blocking :“ J
2: if piPS then
3: xLp , blockingy :“ SAT-EL-ST
`
Γ, C˚, xpiSAll, piSAll;O, piSAll;I, piSO, piSI y
˘
4: end if
5: do
6: iblock :“ J, prf :“ H
7: do
8: cmp :“ SatS pcnfpC˚,Γq ^ blocking ^ iblockq
9: if cmp ! “ H then
10: prf :“ cmp
11: iblock :“
ľ
Ia
aPI-ARGSpcmpq
^
ľ
Oa
aPO-ARGSpcmpq
12: if piPiO then
13: iblock :“ iblock ^
ł
Oa
aPU-ARGSpcmpq
14: end if
15: if piPiI then
16: iblock :“ iblock ^
ł
Ia
aPU-ARGSpcmpq
17: end if
18: end if
19: while cmp ‰ H ^ U-ARGSpcmpq ‰ H
20: if prf ‰ H then
21: Lp :“ Lp Y tprf u
22: if piPeO then
23: blocking :“ blocking ^
ł
Oa
aPI-ARGSpprf q
24: end if
25: if piPeI then
26: blocking :“ blocking ^
ł
Ia
aPO-ARGSpprf q
27: end if
28: end if
29: while prf ‰ H
30: if Lp “ H then
31: Lp “ tLUu
32: end if
33: return Lp
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5.3. Algorithms for Preferred Semantics
Algorithm 13 details the implementation of Algorithms 5 and 6 for the enu-
meration of preferred labellings. It receives in input an argumentation framework
Γ “ xA,Ry, the encoding C˚ P C (with the same meaning as in the case of the
previous algorithms), and 10 configuration parameters. The first parameter piPS
is the selector between Algorithms 5 and 6, while the other 9 parameters specify
how to encode the constraints relevant to the non-deterministic functions corre-
sponding to the SAT solver invocations. In particular, xpiSAll, piSAll;O, piSAll;I, piSO, piSI y
are related to the enumeration of stable labellings and have the same meaning
as detailed in the previous section.
If piPS “ J then the algorithm SAT-EL-ST is called at line 3, corresponding
to line 1 of Algorithm 6, passing it the parameters xpiSAll, piSAll;O, piSAll;I, piSO, piSI y it
expects. Then the outer loop of Algorithms 5 and 6 correspond to lines 5-29 of
Algorithm 13, the inner loop to lines 7-19. The function FindCLĘ, used at line 2
of Algorithms 5 and 6, is implemented within lines 8 and 22–27. Line 8 identifies
a non-empty complete labelling that is not less committed w.r.t. any found
preferred labelling. Proposition 8 shows that there are three ways to ensure
that: an argument labelled in should then become labelled out (cf. line 23); an
argument labelled out should then become labelled in (cf. line 26); or both of
the previous ones. Those options are controlled by the parameters piPeO and pi
P
eI.
Moreover, the function FindCLĽ, used at line 3 of Algorithm 6, is implemented
within lines 8–18 of Algorithm 13. In particular, as from the second iteration
of the inner loop, line 8 identifies a new complete labelling which is strictly
more committed w.r.t. a previously found complete labelling. Proposition 9
shows that there are three ways to ensure that: besides maintaining the labels
of arguments labelled in and out (line 11), an argument labelled undec should
then become out (line 13); or an argument labelled undec should then become
in (line 16); or both conditions can be enforced. Those options are controlled
by the parameters piPiO and pi
P
iI .
It should be noted that if in the argumentation framework there is only a
preferred extension which is empty, then due to the non-emptiness condition
in the encodings of C no labelling is identified in the main loop. In this case,
the algorithm correctly returns a unique labelling, denoted as LU, assigning the
label undec to all arguements (line 31).
While the credulous acceptance w.r.t. preferred semantics is rather straight-
forward—see Algorithms 7 and 14—and we report it only for completeness,
skeptical acceptance needs a little further explanation.
First of all, Algorithm 15 implements Algorithm 8, which as shown in Section
3.2 is a direct extension of the algorithm for enumerating preferred labellings
to the case of checking skeptical acceptance. As such, the input parameters are
exactly those of Algorithm 13.
Finally, Algorithm 16 implements Algorithm 9 which represents an improved
algorithm for skeptical acceptance. As shown in Section 4.2, the constraints on
the complete labelling Lab returned by the functions FindCLUĘa and FindCLĽa are
the same as those relevant to the functions FindCLĘ and FindCLĽ, respectively,
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with the addition of the condition Labpaq “ undec or Labpaq “ in. As a
consequence, the input parameters xpiPiO, piPiI , piPeO, piPeIy have the same meaning
as in Algorithm 13. In particular, it is easy to see that FindCLUĘa pΓ,Lcq is
implemented within lines 8-28, with the relevant constraint enforced in lines
23-28, while FindCLĽa pΓ,Lab, undecq is implemented within lines 8-16, with the
relevant constraint enforced in lines 10-16.
Algorithm 14 Credulous acceptance under Preferred Semantics using SAT
solvers
SAT-DC-PR
Input: Γ “ xA,Ry, x P A, C˚ P C
Output: tJ,Ku
1: return pSatS pcnfpC˚,Γq ^ Ixq ‰ Hq
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Algorithm 15 Skeptical acceptance under Preferred Semantics using SAT
solvers 1
SAT-DS-PR-straightforward
Input: Γ “ xA,Ry,x P A, C˚ P C, xpiPS , piSAll, piSAll;O, piSAll;I, piSO, piSI , piPiO, piPiI , piPeO, piPeIy P
tJ,Ku10
Output: tJ,Ku
1: Lp :“ H, blocking :“ J
2: if piPS then
3: xLp , blockingy :“ SAT-EL-ST
´
Γ, C˚, xpiSAll, piSAll;O, piSAll;I, piSO, piSI y
¯
4: for all aLp P Lp do
5: if x R I-ARGSpaLpq then
6: return K
7: end if
8: end for
9: end if
10: do
11: iblock :“ J, prf :“ H
12: do
13: cmp :“ SatS pcnfpC˚,Γq ^ blocking ^ iblockq
14: if cmp ‰ H then
15: prf :“ cmp, iblock :“
ľ
Ia
aPI-ARGSpcmpq
^
ľ
Oa
aPO-ARGSpcmpq
16: if piPiO then
17: iblock :“ iblock ^
ł
Oa
aPU-ARGSpcmpq
18: end if
19: if piPiI then
20: iblock :“ iblock ^
ł
Ia
aPU-ARGSpcmpq
21: end if
22: end if
23: while cmp ‰ H ^ U-ARGSpcmpq ‰ H
24: if prf ‰ H then
25: if x R I-ARGSpprf q then
26: return K
27: end if
28: Lp :“ Lp Y tprf u
29: if piPeO then
30: blocking :“ blocking ^
ł
Oa
aPI-ARGSpprf q
31: end if
32: if piPeI then
33: blocking :“ blocking ^
ł
Ia
aPO-ARGSpprf q
34: end if
35: end if
36: while prf ‰ H
37: if Lp “ H then
38: return K
39: end if
40: return J
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Algorithm 16 Skeptical acceptance under Preferred Semantics using SAT solvers 2
SAT-DS-PR
Input: Γ “ xA,Ry, x P A, C˚ P C, xpiPiO, piPiI , piPeO, piPeIy P tJ,Ku4
Output: tJ,Ku
1: if SatSpcnfpC˚,Γq ^ Ixq “ H _ SatSpcnfpC˚,Γq ^ Oxq ‰ H then
2: return K
3: end if
4: blocking :“ J
5: do
6: iblock :“ J, prf :“ H
7: do
8: cmp :“ SatSpcnfpC˚,Γq ^ blocking ^ iblock ^ Uxq
9: if cmp ‰ H then
10: prf :“ cmp, iblock :“
ľ
Ia
aPI-ARGSpcmpq
^
ľ
Oa
aPO-ARGSpcmpq
11: if piPiO then
12: iblock :“ iblock ^
ł
Oa
aPU-ARGSpcmpq
13: end if
14: if piPiI then
15: iblock :“ iblock ^
ł
Ia
aPU-ARGSpcmpq
16: end if
17: end if
18: while cmp ‰ H
19: if prf ‰ H then
20: if SatS
¨˝
cnfpC˚,Γq ^ blocking ^
ľ
Ia
aPI-ARGSpcmpq
^
ľ
Oa
aPO-ARGSpcmpq
^ Ix‚˛“ H then
21: return K
22: end if
23: if piPeO then
24: blocking :“ blocking ^
ł
Oa
aPI-ARGSpprf q
25: end if
26: if piPeI then
27: blocking :“ blocking ^
ł
Ia
aPO-ARGSpprf q
28: end if
29: end if
30: while prf ‰ H
31: return J
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6. Experimental Evaluation
6.1. Experimental Settings
We ground our experimental analysis with the ICCMA 2015 9 [27] and ICCMA
2017 benchmarks.10 Experiments have been run on a cluster with computing
nodes equipped with 2.5 Ghz Intel Core 2 Quad Processors, 4 GB of RAM and
Linux operating system. A cutoff of 900 seconds was imposed to compute the
labellings—either preferred or stable—for each AF as well as for addressing each
decision problem. Decision problems have been run three times on randomly
selected arguments and results averaged, following the methodology designed for
ICCMA 2015 [27]. For each ArgSemSAT-configuration we recorded the overall
result: success (if it solved the considered problem), crashed, timed-out or ran
out of memory.
To analyse the results we considered two metrics: IPC (the higher the
better) and PAR10 (the lower the better). IPC is the International Planning
Competition score, as defined for the Agile track of the 2014 edition of the
competition [34, 35], and represents a relative performance measure among a
set of compared solvers: for a solver C and a problem p, ScorepC, pq is 0 if p is
unsolved, and 1{p1` log10pTppCq{Tp˚ qq otherwise (where TppC) is the amount of
time required by C to solve the problem p, and Tp˚ is the minimum amount of
time required by any compared system). The IPC score on a set of instances is
given by the sum of the scores achieved on each considered instance. PAR10 is
the Penalized Average Runtime with a penalty equal to ten times the cutoff time.
It represents an absolute performance measure which trades off coverage—i.e.
the percentage of the AF s that are correctly solved below the cutoff time—and
runtime for successfully analysed AF s: runs that do not solve the given problem
get ten times the cutoff time, other runs get the actual runtime. The PAR10
score of a solver on a set of AF s is the average of the associated runtimes.
It should be noted that IPC and PAR10 are independent measures, thus
considering both of them yields a detailed picture of solver performance. For
instance, a configuration of ArgSemSAT may have a good IPC but a worse
PAR10, allowing one to infer that the coverage is low but the solver is fast in
solving those instances it is able to solve (the opposite holds in the reverse case).
Algorithms have been implemented using two different SAT solvers, Minisat
[36] as a library, and Glucose [37] invoked through PIPE communication.11
In the following we present the results of the experimental analysis, describing
in particular four findings that have been achieved therefrom.
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Figure 4: IPC scores of enumerating stable labellings using Minisat varying the chosen encoding
on the ICCMA 2015 benchmarks.
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Figure 5: IPC scores of enumerating stable labellings using Minisat varying the chosen encoding
on the ICCMA 2017 benchmarks.
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Figure 6: IPC scores of enumerating stable labellings using Glucose varying the chosen encoding
on the ICCMA 2015 benchmarks.
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Figure 7: PAR10 scores of enumerating stable labellings using both Minisat and Glucose
varying the chosen encoding on the ICCMA 2015 benchmarks.
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Figure 8: PAR10 scores of enumerating stable labellings using Minisat varying the chosen
encoding on the ICCMA 2017 benchmarks.
6.2. Experimental Results
6.2.1. CÑin ^ CÑout ^ CÑundec is the most efficient encoding of complete labellings
In order to determine the most efficient encoding of complete labellings in the
context of the problems tackled by ArgSemSAT, we computed the enumeration
of stable and preferred labellings varying the chosen encoding among the 18
correct ones identified in Section 4.1 (see Figure 2). Moreover, we also considered
credulous and skeptical acceptance w.r.t. preferred semantics, once again varying
the chosen encoding. Results for credulous and skeptical acceptance w.r.t. stable
semantics are omitted as they do not provide further insights.
Algorithms for stable and preferred semantics have been configured respec-
tively with options: piSI ^ piSO; and PIOIO ” piPiI ^ piPiO ^ piPeI ^ piPeO (cf. Table B.5).
We sampled 50 data points considering other possible configurations: the results
we gathered do not provide evidence that different configurations could lead to
rejecting our experimental hypothesis.
Figures 4 and 5 depict the IPC scores obtained by each encoding in enumer-
ating stable labellings using Minisat. The same dynamics can be appreciated in
Figure 6, where Glucose is used instead (on ICCMA 2015 benchmarks only). We
chose not to depict the two graphs on the same figure because IPC is a relative
measure—i.e. the value of configuration depends on the pool of configurations
considered—therefore the resulting figure would have been misleading, as the
9http://argumentationcompetition.org/2015/ICCMA2015_benchmarks.zip (on 17th July
2017).
10http://argumentationcompetition.org/2017/results.html (on 6th February 2019).
11We refer any reader interested in knowing the effect of different SAT solvers configuration
parameters when addressing argumentation problems to [13].
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Figure 9: IPC scores of enumerating preferred labellings using Minisat varying the chosen
encoding on the ICCMA 2015 benchmarks.
numeric values of the results gathered with a SAT solver are not directly com-
parable with the results gathered with the second SAT solver. Figures 7 and 8
depict the PAR10 scores obtained in the enumeration of stable labellings. As
PAR10 is not a relative measure, i.e. the PAR10 score of a configuration does
not depend on the pool of configurations considered, the results can be safely
displayed on the same figure without risk of confusion. It is worth noticing that
CÑin ^ CÑout ^ CÑundec has slightly higher PAR10 values than CÑin ^ CÑout ^ CØundec
and CØout ^ CØundec when considering the ICCMA 2017 benchmarks (Figure 8),
while still being the one with highest IPC score (Figure 5). This seems to suggest
that for a few instances—the actual difference between the PAR10 values is
very small—the algorithm running with CÑin ^ CÑout ^ CØundec and CØout ^ CØundec
managed to find the solution in the assigned time, while the algorithm running
with CÑin ^ CÑout ^ CÑundec failed to do so hence incurring in the penalty.
Results obtained by enumerating preferred labellings are similarly shown
in Figures 9 and 10, which depict the IPC scores obtained by each encoding
using Minisat, Figure 11, which evidences a substantially similar dynamics using
Glucose (on ICCMA 2015 benchmarks only), and Figures 12 and 13, which
directly compare w.r.t. PAR10 score the implementations.
Overall, five encodings emerge as optimal according to IPC score (Figures 4,
5, 6, 9, 10 and 11), namely CÑÑÑ ” CÑin ^CÑout^CÑundec, CÑØÑ ” CÑin ^CØout^CÑundec,
CØÑÑ ” CØin ^ CÑout ^ CÑundec, CØØ„ ” CØin ^ CØout and CØØÑ ” CØin ^ CØout ^ CÑundec.
The same observation substantially holds for PAR10 in the case of preferred
labellings (Figures 12 and 13) and in the case of stable labellings using Glucose
(Figure 7), while the resulting scores are more flat with Minisat, which is used
as a library. It is worth noting that all these five configurations have a single
commonality, i.e. they lack CÐundec, thus with a small abuse of notation we
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Figure 10: IPC scores of enumerating preferred labellings using Minisat varying the chosen
encoding on the ICCMA 2017 benchmarks.
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Figure 11: IPC scores of enumerating preferred labellings using Glucose varying the chosen
encoding on the ICCMA 2015 benchmarks.
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Figure 12: PAR10 scores of enumerating preferred labellings using both Minisat and Glucose
varying the chosen encoding on the ICCMA 2015 benchmarks.
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Figure 13: PAR10 scores of enumerating preferred labellings using Minisat varying the chosen
encoding on the ICCMA 2017 benchmarks.
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Figure 14: IPC (left axis, red) and PAR10 (right axis, blue) scores of solving credulous
acceptance w.r.t. preferred semantics using Minisat only and varying the chosen encoding, cf.
Figure 2, on the ICCMA 2015 benchmarks.
denote tCÑÑÑ, CÑØÑ, CØÑÑ, CØØ„ , CØØÑu as  CÐundec. The only exception can be noticed
in Figure 13, where it can be seen that CÑÑØ allows to solve more cases than CÑÑÑ
before the chosen cut-off time. From an investigation in the results, it appears
that most of this difference depends on the SemBuster benchmark set,12 where
CÑÑÑ fails to provide an answer in 4 cases, and in general is slower than CÑÑØ. This
is hardly a surprise since those benchmarks were specifically designed to have
a large number of preferred extensions, but only one semi-stable extension.13
Therefore for these benchmarks providing additional constraints on the undecided
arguments proves to be substantially advantageous.
Among  CÐundec, the global optimum is always in CÑÑÑ ” CÑin ^CÑout ^CÑundec,
while the worst encoding is CØØÑ. As to the other three encondings, the order
among them varies depending on the semantics, the SAT solver used and the
performance metric (i.e. IPC or PAR10). On the other hand, with the exception
of Figure 9, CÑØÑ is always the second best encoding in  CÐundec, and CØØ„ tends to
outperform CØÑÑ (see in particular Figures 4, 6, 9 and 11), even if the differences
between CØÑÑ and CØØ„ are often small, and, depending on the performance metric,
Glucose and Minisat might lead to different ordering w.r.t. them.
Finally, it is worth mentioning the significant difference of performance
between Minisat and Glucose in enumerating stable labellings in terms of PAR10
outside  CÐundec (see Figure 7). The same great loss of performance is shown in
Figure 12 in the case of preferred labellings.
Since we believe that the evidence gathered so far is strong enough to
suggest that configurations in  CÐundec will be optima irrespectively of whether
12http://argumentationcompetition.org/2017/SemBuster.pdf (on 08 February 2019)
13Semi-stable semantics attempts to minimise the number of undecided arguments.
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Figure 15: IPC (left axis, red) and PAR10 (right axis, blue) scores of solving credulous
acceptance w.r.t. preferred semantics using Minisat only and varying the chosen encoding, cf.
Figure 2 , on the ICCMA 2017 benchmarks
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Figure 16: IPC (left axis, red) and PAR10 (right axis, blue) scores of solving skeptical
acceptance w.r.t. preferred semantics using Minisat only and varying the chosen encoding, cf.
Figure 2, on the ICCMA 2015 benchmarks.
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Figure 17: IPC (left axis, red) and PAR10 (right axis, blue) scores of solving skeptical
acceptance w.r.t. preferred semantics using Minisat only and varying the chosen encoding, cf.
Figure 2 , on the ICCMA 2017 benchmarks
we consider Minisat or Glucose, in the interest of time and space we limit our
following results to Minisat only.
Figures 14, 15, 16, and 17 show the results of the experimental analysis when
considering, respectively, credulous and skeptical acceptance w.r.t. preferred
semantics using Minisat. Results are substantially in line with those highlighted
for the enumeration of preferred labellings.
Summing up, this large experimentation counting 97,560 executions14 of our
algorithms shows that CÑÑÑ ” CÑin ^ CÑout ^ CÑundec is consistently the encoding
leading to the best performance.
We believe that the above results can be explained by looking at the CNF
formulæ of the encodings of complete labellings presented in Proposition 11.
Indeed, it is known [38] that the 2-SAT problem—i.e. the SAT problem where
all the formulæ are binary—is polynomial. Moreover in [39] the authors show
how reducing the length of disjunctive formulæ leads to significant computational
benefits. Modern SAT solvers rely on conflict-driven clause learning [40], which
is an improvement built around the DPLL unit-propagation algorithm—a typical
conflict-driven clause learning based SAT solver spends at least 80% of the time
running the unit propagation procedure [41]—and thus it will also benefit from
short—best with 2-SAT–formulæ.
According to Proposition 11, CÐundec maximises the number of disjunctions
per clause. This seems to explain why the best configurations belong to  CÐundec.
14192 AF s in the ICCMA 2015 benchmark, 350 in the ICCMA 2017 benchmark, each of
those analysed in 36 configurations both for enumeration of stable and of preferred labellings,
on top of 3 runs for credulous and skeptical acceptance w.r.t. preferred semantics against 18
different configurations.
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Moreover, there are only two non-redundant encodings in  CÐundec, namely
CÑÑÑ and CØØ„ , and both of them minimise the number of clauses. The fact
that CÑÑÑ achieves a better performance can be explained in the case of the
enumeration of stable labellings by taking into account that, for each argument
a, the condition  Ua is enforced, thus the constraint CÑundec does not play any
role. As a consequence, differently from CÑÑÑ, CØØ„ becomes redundant, and
the presence of redundant clauses is known to have a negative impact on the
performance of SAT solvers [42]. This may also explain the relatively good
performance achieved by CÑØÑ. We conjecture that similar reasons underlie the
performance results in the case of preferred semantics, though the performance
difference is less noticeable.
As to the comparison between Glucose and Minisat, the first seems to be more
sensible to the presence of CÐundec, and its decrease of performance is possibly
particularly accentuated by the fact that it has been not implemented as an
internal library but called as an external process using PIPE communications.
On the other hand, from Figure 12 Glucose emerges as the winner against
Minisat according to PAR10 for the configurations in  CÐundec. It must also be
acknowledged that the differences between the two are quite minimal so that
they do not justify further investigations: Glucose is the result of almost 10
years of improvements from the SAT community, and enumerating preferred
labellings is significantly more complex than enumerating stable labellings. It
seems reasonable that a better solver would have the opportunity to demonstrate
its value.
In this section we have experimentally shown that CÑÑÑ ” CÑin ^CÑout^CÑundec
overall is the encoding leading to the best performance for all the considered
algorithms and different configurations of the algorithm parameters. In the sub-
sequent subsections we discuss how such parameters exhibit positive interactions
that can be exploited to gain a better performance.
6.2.2. Using an AllSAT solver leads to a significant improvement for enumerating
stable labellings
We fixed the encoding to be the most efficient, i.e. CÑÑÑ ” CÑin ^ CÑout ^
CÑundec, and we enumerated stable labellings on the benchmark AF s varying the
configuration of the algorithm.
Tables 2 and 3 summarise the results in terms of IPC score, PAR10, and
coverage. Only the parameters set to J are indicated, while false parameters
are omitted for brevity. It is immediate to see that the use of AllSAT leads to
a significant improvement for enumerating stable labellings. It is also worth
noticing that varying the other parameters, i.e. piSO and pi
S
I , leads to statistically
significant results with p ă 0.05 but not with p ă 0.01 (Friedman test, χ2p2q “
6.776, p “ 0.034) on the ICCMA 2015 benchmarks. In the case of the ICCMA
2017, it is self-evident from the magnitude of values that the results are also
stastistically significant. Varying parameters piSAll;I and pi
S
All;O do not lead to
statistically significant variations on the ICCMA 2015 benchmarks, hence in
Tables 2 and 3 we considered only the combination piSAll ^ piSAll;I ^ piSAll;O.
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Parameters IPC Score PAR10 Coverage
piSO 177.57 8.20 100.0
piSI 177.26 8.24 100.0
piSO ^ piSI 177.15 8.49 100.0
piSAll ^ piSAll;I ^ piSAll;O 191.87 5.40 100.0
Table 2: IPC score, PAR10 and coverage (percentage of AF s successfully analysed) when
considering different algorithmic parameters for enumerating stable labellings on the ICCMA
2014 benchmarks. In bold the best results.
Parameters IPC Score PAR10 Coverage
piSO 214.45 4460.49 73.43
piSI 215.02 4503.22 73.14
piSO ^ piSI 210.31 4834.84 71.14
piSAll ^ piSAll;I ^ piSAll;O 303.58 2263.87 86.86
Table 3: IPC score, PAR10 and coverage (percentage of AF s successfully analysed) when
considering different algorithmic parameters for enumerating stable labellings on the ICCMA
2017 benchmarks. In bold the best results.
The improvement yielded by the AllSAT solver is hardly a surprise, given
that our algorithm for enumerating stable labellings is less engineered than the
AllSAT algorithm that uses only Minisat data structures.
6.2.3. Enumerating stable labellings first can lead to a significant improvement
for enumerating preferred labellings
Also in this case we fixed the encoding to be the most efficient one, i.e.
CÑÑÑ ” CÑin ^ CÑout ^ CÑundec, and we enumerated the preferred labellings on the
benchmark AF s varying the configuration of the algorithm.
Figures 18, 19, 20, and 21 depict the box-and-whisker plot of three groups of
results. As above, false parameters are omitted for brevity, unless necessary to
avoid confusion.
Group (A) considers performance results collected when running the algorithm
with the option piPS “ K, i.e. without searching for stable labellings first, with
combinations of options piPiI , pi
P
iO, pi
P
eI, and pi
P
eO.
Group (B) considers the case where the algorithm is run with piPS “ J and
piSAll “ K, i.e. stable labellings are enumerated first, but without using an AllSAT
solver.
Finally, group (C) considers the usual combinations of options piPiI , pi
P
iO, pi
P
eI,
piPeO with pi
P
S “ piSAll “ J.
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Figure 18: IPC scores (higher better) when enumerating preferred labellings on ICCMA 2015
benchmarks varying algorithm configurations: (A) computing without searching for stable
labellings first; (B) searching for stable labellings first (piPS ) but without using an AllSAT solver;
(C) searching for stable labellings first (piPS ) using an AllSAT solver (pi
S
All, with pi
S
All;I ^ piSAll;O).
Overall, our empirical evaluation supports the claim that searching for stable
labellings first leads to a significant improvement for enumerating preferred
labellings, but only when an AllSAT solver is exploited. If this is not the
case, Figures 18, 19, 20, and 21 suggest that starting from stable labellings
improves the coverage of the algorithm, while slowing down the overall search.
We believe this is due to the additional time required for proving that the search
for stable labellings is completed, as well as to the cost of parameters passing,
particularly in cases where the stable labellings are a few percentage of the
preferred labellings. These disadvantages appear as completely compensated by
the use of the engineered AllSAT algorithm.
Post-hoc analysis: on the positive interactions between options when enumerating
stable labellings first. We also considered the interactions between choosing
different options for enumerating stable labellings at the beginning using an
AllSAT solver, together with the acceptable combination of parameters for
computing blocking clauses when exploring the space of complete labellings, i.e.
parameters piPiI , pi
P
iO, pi
P
eI, and pi
P
eO. Figures 22 and 23 depict the results of this
analysis. The best performance is obtained by combining piPS ^ piSAll ^ piSAll;O with
PIOIO ” piPiI ^piPiO^piPeI^piPeO over the ICCMA 2015 benchmarks, and by combining
piPS ^ piSAll ^ piSAll;O with PII ” piPiI ^ piPeI over the ICCMA 2017 benchmarks. As
noticed earlier, the ICCMA 2017 benchmark set is substantially more complex
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Figure 19: IPC scores (higher better) when enumerating preferred labellings on ICCMA 2017
benchmarks varying algorithm configurations: (A) computing without searching for stable
labellings first; (B) searching for stable labellings first (piPS ) but without using an AllSAT solver;
(C) searching for stable labellings first (piPS ) using an AllSAT solver (pi
S
All, with pi
S
All;I ^ piSAll;O).
Version IPC Score PAR10 Coverage
Straightforward 186.49 2.22 100.0
Improved 188.30 1.39 100.0
Table 4: IPC score, PAR10 and coverage (percentage of AF s successfully analysed) when
considering straightforward and improved algorithms for computing skeptical acceptability
w.r.t. preferred semantics on ICCMA 2015 benchmarks. In bold the best results.
when dealing with preferred semantics, hence this difference suggests that such
parameter optimisation is heavily benchmark dependent consistently with the
no free-lunch theorem [17].
6.2.4. The improved algorithm for skeptical acceptance w.r.t. preferred semantics
leads to significant improvements
We fixed the encoding to be the most efficient, i.e. CÑÑÑ ” CÑin ^ CÑout ^
CÑundec, and we computed skeptical acceptance of arguments w.r.t. preferred
semantics on the ICCMA 2015 benchmark AF s varying the configuration of the
straightforward algorithm, i.e. Algorithm 15, and of the improved algorithm,
i.e. Algorithm 16. In order to provide a fair comparison where neither algorithm is
allowed to exploit an AllSAT solver, we did not consider the option of computing
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Figure 20: PAR10 scores (lower better) when enumerating preferred labellings on ICCMA 2015
benchmarks varying algorithm configurations: (A) computing without searching for stable
labellings first; (B) searching for stable labellings first (piPS ) but without using an AllSAT solver;
(C) searching for stable labellings first (piPS ) using an AllSAT solver (pi
S
All, with pi
S
All;I ^ piSAll;O).
stable extensions first in the straightforward algorithm. As a matter of fact,
considering this option would not lead to different conclusions, as discussed in
the post-hoc analysis below.
Table 4 compares the best configuration for the straightforward algorithm
against the best configuration for the improved algorithm. According to the
results we achieved, the best configuration of the straightforward algorithm is
with options piPiI ^ piPeI while for the improved version is with piPiI ^ piPiO ^ piPeI ^ piPeO.
The results of Table 4 are statistically significant (Wilcoxon, Z=-2.487, p =
0.013) and show that there is an improvement of performance using the improved
algorithm.
This analysis, first performed before submitting ArgSemSAT to the ICCMA
2017, has been confirmed in the results of that competition. Indeed Algorithm
16 resulted to be the winner of the sub-track of ICCMA 2017 for skeptical
acceptance of preferred semantics by a large margin.15
Post-hoc analysis: on the positive interactions between options when considering
skeptical acceptance w.r.t. preferred semantics. We also analysed the interactions
between choosing to use different options for considering (or not) stable labellings
15http://argumentationcompetition.org/2017/ICCMA2017-slides-tafa.pdf (on 6th
February 2019), page 26.
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Figure 21: PAR10 scores (lower better) when enumerating preferred labellings on ICCMA 2017
benchmarks varying algorithm configurations: (A) computing without searching for stable
labellings first; (B) searching for stable labellings first (piPS ) but without using an AllSAT solver;
(C) searching for stable labellings first (piPS ) using an AllSAT solver (pi
S
All, with pi
S
All;I ^ piSAll;O).
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Figure 22: IPC scores (a) and PAR10 (b) when enumerating preferred labellings varying
algorithm parameters on ICCMA 2015 benchmarks. Here, PII ” piPiI ^ piPeI, PIO ” piPiI ^ piPeO,
PIIO ” piPiI ^ piPeI ^ piPeO, POI ” piPiO ^ piPeI, POO ” piPiO ^ piPeO, POIO ” piPiO ^ piPeO, PIOI ” piPiO ^ piPeO,
PIOO ” piPiI ^ piPiO ^ piPeO, PIOIO ” piPiI ^ piPiO ^ piPeI ^ piPeO.
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Figure 23: IPC scores (a) and PAR10 (b) when enumerating preferred labellings varying
algorithm parameters on ICCMA 2017 benchmarks. Here, PII ” piPiI ^ piPeI, PIO ” piPiI ^ piPeO,
PIIO ” piPiI ^ piPeI ^ piPeO, POI ” piPiO ^ piPeI, POO ” piPiO ^ piPeO, POIO ” piPiO ^ piPeO, PIOI ” piPiO ^ piPeO,
PIOO ” piPiI ^ piPiO ^ piPeO, PIOIO ” piPiI ^ piPiO ^ piPeI ^ piPeO.
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Figure 24: IPC scores (a) and PAR10 (b) when computing skeptical acceptance w.r.t. preferred
semantics varying algorithm parameters on ICCMA 2015 benchmarks. Here, PII ” piPiI ^ piPeI,
PIO ” piPiI ^ piPeO, PIIO ” piPiI ^ piPeI ^ piPeO, POI ” piPiO ^ piPeI, POO ” piPiO ^ piPeO, POIO ” piPiO ^ piPeO,
PIOI ” piPiO ^ piPeO, PIOO ” piPiI ^ piPiO ^ piPeO, PIOIO ” piPiI ^ piPiO ^ piPeI ^ piPeO.
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Figure 25: IPC scores (a) and PAR10 (b) when computing skeptical acceptance w.r.t. preferred
semantics varying algorithm parameters on ICCMA 2017 benchmarks. Here, PII ” piPiI ^ piPeI,
PIO ” piPiI ^ piPeO, PIIO ” piPiI ^ piPeI ^ piPeO, POI ” piPiO ^ piPeI, POO ” piPiO ^ piPeO, POIO ” piPiO ^ piPeO,
PIOI ” piPiO ^ piPeO, PIOO ” piPiI ^ piPiO ^ piPeO, PIOIO ” piPiI ^ piPiO ^ piPeI ^ piPeO.
at the beginning of the skeptical acceptance w.r.t. preferred semantics in
the straightforward algorithm, together with the acceptable combination of
parameters for computing blocking clauses when exploring the space of complete
extensions, i.e. parameters piPiI , pi
P
iO, pi
P
eI, and pi
P
eO. Figures 24 and 25 depict the
results of this analysis: although the magnitude of the effect in the performance
of varying the parameters is minimal—sometimes even negligible, in particular
according to the PAR10 measures, cf. Figure 24b—according to the IPC (Figure
24a and 25a) it appears that the best option is not to exploit the inclusion
relation between the sets of stable and preferred labellings, as highlighted by the
peak in Figure 24a and confirmed in Figure 25a.
7. Related Work
The idea of exploiting satisfiability techniques for solving abstract argumenta-
tion problems (even if no specific algorithm is devised) can be traced back to the
work in [43], where encodings of stable and complete extensions are introduced
in terms of variables associated to arguments indicating whether each argument
belongs to the extension, rather than in terms of labels as in our approach. A
similar approach has been used also more recently in a probabilistic setting [44],
but with the aim of estimating the probability for a fixed set of arguments of
being conflict-free or admissible, rather than to identify a formula whose models
characterize the extensions under a given semantics.
In [32, 33] various NP fragments of abstract argumentation reasoning problems
located at the second level of the polynomial hierarchy are identified. Driven by
this analysis, complexity-sensitive algorithms for preferred semantics (as well
as semi-stable and stage semantics) are proposed which require a polynomial
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number of calls to a SAT solver in the identified NP fragments. In particular, the
proof of Theorem 3 in [33] contains a procedure for the enumeration of preferred
extensions resembling Algorithm 5, and a procedure for skeptical acceptance
under preferred semantics is reported which shares the basic schema underlying
our Algorithms 8 and 9. There are however substantial differences w.r.t. [32, 33].
From a strictly technical point of view, we make use of labelling-based encodings,
while in [33] similarly to [43] a single variable is associated to each argument.
Moreover, our algorithms are somewhat generic w.r.t. the specific functions that
identify the complete labellings at the basis of the search for preferred labellings
(see in particular the definitions of FindCLĘ and FindCLUĘa in Section 3.2). This
feature as well as the use of labellings are at the basis of the novel strategy
underlying Algorithm 9, which at each iteration looks for a maximal complete
labelling where a is undec, and then checks with a single call to the SAT solver
whether it can be extended to a preferred labelling where a is in, whereas the
algorithm in [33] does not use this constraint in maximising complete extensions.
From a more general point of view, our focus is different w.r.t. [32, 33], since
we are concerned with a systematic exploration and evaluation of the possible
encodings and algorithmic variants underlying the above mentioned methodology.
The complexity of the problem of enumerating extensions is investigated
in [11] under different semantics and by considering classes of argumentation
frameworks that lead to tractability. In the case of symmetric argumentation
frameworks, preferred extensions coincide with maximal conflict-free sets, that
can be computed with polynomial delay (between one solution and the subsequent
one) by means of e.g. the algorithm proposed in [45] to enumerate maximal
independent sets in undirected graphs. This also applies to stable semantics for
symmetric argumentation frameworks without self-defeating arguments, since in
this case stable semantics coincide with preferred semantics. Another tractable
class considered in [45] includes argumentation frameworks without even cycles,
and in particular acyclic graphs. In this case, there is a unique complete
and preferred extension coinciding with the grounded extension, which can be
computed in polynomial time. As to stable semantics, it can also be easily
checked if the grounded extension is stable.
Since it is possible to determine in polynomial time whether a graph belongs
to one of the above classes, it would be easy to use a dedicated polynomial
algorithm to solve tractable input instances (in the above sense). Dedicated
algorithms can then be used in a portfolio fashion: a pre-processing step can
be put in place to identify whether a framework is a member of one of the
above mentioned classes, and select the appropriate algorithm to use. There is
an extensive literature on portfolio approaches, and techniques to select online
promising algorithms. While the exploration of portfolio-based approaches for
dealing with argumentation problems is outside the scope of this paper, we refer
the interested reader to [46, 47] for an overview of the area, and to [48, 49, 50] for
more general information about portfolio approaches in AI. On the other hand, it
has to be remarked that the tractable classes mentioned above, while interesting
from a computational complexity point of view, represent very specific instances
from a knowledge representation perspective if one considers the structure of
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original arguments. For instance, symmetric argumentation frameworks require
any attacker to be counterattacked, a condition which is violated whenever two
rebutting arguments have different strength, or whenever an argument undercuts
another argument by denying the application of a defeasible rule used in its
construction. As to the class where even-length cycles are not present, this
condition prevents e.g. two equally plausible arguments to attack each other, a
situation which is very common in structured argumentation.
In [21] we discussed a parallel algorithm for computing preferred extensions
based on the SCC-decomposability. Since ArgSemSAT exploits a SAT solver as a
black box, any solver that supports the DIMACS format—the standard language
used in SAT competitions—can be easily integrated and tested. Therefore, if
ArgSemSAT is running on a multi-core machine, this black-box approach allows
to take advantage of parallel SAT solvers as well. In particular, since the most
effective approach to exploit parallelisation is to run a portfolio of solvers [51],
this will result in having multiple SAT solvers invoked by ArgSemSAT, and
maximising the use of available cores.
Finally, it has to be remarked that some of the results of this paper are
based on a preliminary approach we presented in [52], where in particular the
logically equivalent encodings of complete labellings exploited in this paper has
been first identified. In [52] we only tackle the problem of enumerating preferred
extensions, with a preliminary algorithm which is not parameterised w.r.t. all the
different variants considered in this paper. Such variants include e.g. different
ways to encode the constraints on complete labellings, different SAT solvers
with a variety of configurations, and the exploitation of stable labellings. More
generally, we believe that the main advancement of the present paper is the
identification and application of the general methodology introduced in Section
1, which led to the winning solver of the preferred semantics track at ICCMA
2017.
We refrain from further comparison with state of the art approaches as this
has been the subject of ICCMA 2015 [27, 53]; a re-run of the competition to
further analyse the results [13]; and a survey of various approaches [54], which in
turn has been superseded by a chapter in the Handbook of Formal Argumentation
[55], also published as a journal paper in [56]. We refer an interested reader to
those references for further analysis on other techniques for solving problems in
abstract argumentation.
8. Conclusion
In this paper we illustrated the design choices that led to the development
of ArgSemSAT, which managed the first place at the track devoted to preferred
semantics of the most recent edition of the international competition on abstract
argumentation (ICCMA 2017). The comprehensive experimental analysis we
performed informed not only the development of ArgSemSAT but provided us
with useful insight we desire to share with the community.
First of all, as discussed in Section 6.2.1, although there are 18 correct
logically equivalent SAT encodings of complete labellings, one of them leads
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to the highest performance independently of the problem and the semantics
considered. Moreover, as discussed in Sections 6.2.2 and 6.2.3, composing
different techniques such as AllSAT and enumerating stable extensions when
searching for preferred extensions, brings advantages. Finally, as we discussed in
Section 6.2.4 for the case of skeptical acceptance of arguments w.r.t. preferred
semantics, injecting domain specific knowledge in the algorithm design can lead
to statistically significant improvements.
Such insight has been attained through the systematic analysis that we devised
of different labelling-based encodings and of the ways the relevant constraints can
be expressed, and the empirical evaluation of a number of algorithm variations
as well as the use of different SAT solvers. While relatively simple algorithms,
in particular without resorting to graph decomposition, seem to achieve the
best performance at the current stage of the research, the experimental analysis
shows that our methodology is a key factor in boosting solver coverage and
speed. In fact, the choices concerning encodings, constraints and SAT solvers
are interdependent, thus a systematic analysis and experimentation is needed to
find a good combination.
As to future work, we believe our approach can be extended in several respects.
First, there is a significant interest towards graph-decomposition techniques to
lower the computational effort [57]. Experiments using the SCC-based schema
[58] show that advantages can be achieved in the case the number of strongly
connected components is high [15] or the density is low [14]. A related issue
is the development of incremental algorithms in presence of addition/removal
of arguments and attacks [59, 60, 61]. Another interesting extension is the
use of stochastic local search in incomplete SAT-based algorithms, which has
recently been proposed in [62] for enumerating preferred extensions. Moroever,
SAT-based techniques can be exploited for several other semantics, such as semi-
stable, ideal and eager semantics [63]. Again, we remark that the methodology
described in this paper may play a key role in boosting performance also in these
extended contexts.
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Appendix A. Proofs
Theorem 2. Given an AF Γ “ xA,Ry and a P A:
• tinpLabq | Lab P EL-PRpΓqqu “ EPRpΓq (Algorithm 5);
• tinpLabq | Lab P EL-PR-withSTpΓqqu “ EPRpΓq (Algorithm 6);
• DC-PRpΓ,aq ” pDS P EPRpΓq,a P Sq (Algorithm 7);
• DS-PR-straightforwardpΓ,aq ” p@S P EPRpΓq,a P Sq (Algorithm 8);
• DS-PRpΓ,aq ” p@S P EPRpΓq,a P Sq (Algorithm 9).
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Proof. Considering Algorithm 5, we have to show that EL-PRpΓq “ LPRpΓq
(the desired result then follows by Proposition 4). Let us first focus on the inner
loop (lines 3-5) and let us indicate as Lab0 the complete labelling assigned to
the variable Lab in line 2 before the inner loop execution. According to the
definition of FindCLĽ, the labellings assigned to the variable Lab (line 4) at
each iteration of the inner loop satisfy the conditions Lab0 Ĺ Lab1 Ĺ . . ., where
each Labi is a complete labelling. By transitivity and anti-symmetry of Ď, all
labellings Labi are distinct, and taking into account that Γ is finite (and so is the
number of its possible labellings) this entails that the corresponding sequence is
finite as well and the inner loop terminates. In particular, the loop terminates
when FindCLĽpΓ,Labq “ K, which by the definition of FindCLĽ entails that the
labelling in Lab is maximal w.r.t. Ď, i.e. a preferred labelling on the basis of
Proposition 3. Summing up, the execution of lines 3-6 starts from a complete
labelling Lab and includes in Lp (line 6) a preferred labelling Lab1 such that
Lab Ď Lab1. Let us now consider the outer loop (lines 2-7). First, the loop
terminates, since as shown below the labelling Lab added to Lp in line 6 does not
belong to Lp: taking into account that Γ is finite, Lp cannot grow indefinitely.
To see that Lab R Lp before the execution of line 6, note that FindCLĘpΓ,Lpq
returns in line 6 a complete labelling which is not less committed than any of the
labellings in Lp, thus by transitivity of Ď the labelling Lab added to Lp in line 6
does not belong to Lp. Now, according to the considerations above, line 6 adds
to Lp a preferred labelling, thus in line 2 it always holds that Lp Ď LPRpΓq. Since
the loop terminates when FindCLĘpΓ,Lpq returns K in line 2, by the definition
of FindCLĘ it holds that pLPRpΓqzLpq Ď H, i.e. LPRpΓq Ď Lp. As a consequence,
Lp “ LPRpΓq in line 8, as desired.
Turning to Algorithm 6, its correctness follows from that of Algorithm 5
taking into account that LSTpΓq Ď LPRpΓq.
To show the correctness of Algorithm 7, we distinguish two cases. If a is
credulously accepted then there is a preferred labelling where a is in, and since
a preferred labelling is by definition a complete labelling FindCLapΓ, inq is able
to return a labelling in line 1, and the algorithm correctly returns J. In the case
where a is not credulously accepted, there is no complete labelling where a is
in, since according to Proposition 3 this would entail the presence of a preferred
labelling where a is in. As a consequence, the algorithm correctly returns K.
The correctness of Algorithm 8 follows from the above proof concerning
Algorithm 5. In particular, we know that the algorithm terminates and that
during the execution of the loop of lines 2-10 the variable Lab in lines 6-9 iterates
over the set of preferred labellings. Thus, if a is not skeptically accepted then
there is an iteration of the loop such that the algorithm returns K in line 7,
otherwise all preferred labellings assign to a the label in and the loop terminates,
thus the algorithm correctly returns J in line 11.
Let us finally turn to Algorithm 9. It is easy to see that if the algorithm
terminates then it either returns J or K. We thus show that the algorithm
always terminates and whenever it returns a value, this is correct.
As to termination, there are two nested loops in the algorithm. Focusing first
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on the inner loop (lines 6-8) and denoting as Lab0 the labelling in the variable Lab
before the execution of the loop, by the definition of FindCLĽa the values in variable
Lab at line 6 identify a sequence of labellings Lab0 Ĺ Lab1 Ĺ . . .. As in the proof
concerning Algorithm 5, transitivity and anti-symmetry of Ď guarantee that
the sequence includes distinct elements, and since the argumentation framework
is finite then the sequence is finite as well. As a consequence, after a finite
number of iterations the inner loop terminates with a labelling in Lab such that
Lab0 Ď Lab and Lab P Lmu (i.e. Lab is a maximal complete labelling such that
Labpaq “ undec). As to the loop of lines 5-13, we prove that at each iteration
line 12 increases the cardinality of the set in Lc, and again, since Γ is finite, this
entails termination of the loop. To prove that Lab before the execution of line 12
does not belong to Lc, let us consider the case where FindCLUĘa pΓ,Lcq in line 5
returns a labelling Lab0 (i.e. different than K) which is assigned to the variable
Lab. By the definition of FindCLUĘa , it holds that @Lab1 P Lc,Lab0 Ę Lab1, i.e.
Lab0 is not less or equally committed w.r.t. a labelling of Lc. As shown above,
the inner loop obtains a labelling Lab such that Lab0 Ď Lab, thus it can not be
the case that Lab P Lc.
We now show that the value returned by the algorithm is always correct.
Focusing first on lines 1-3, according to the definition of FindCLa line 2 is executed
if there is no complete labelling where a is in or there is a complete labelling
where a is out. It is easy to see that in both cases a is not skeptically justified,
thus the returned value K is correct. In particular, since preferred labellings are
also complete labellings, in the first case there is no preferred labelling where a
is in, and taking into account that a preferred labelling always exists (see e.g.
[2]) this entails that a is not skeptically justified. In the second case, according
to Proposition 3 there is a preferred labelling where a is out, and again a is not
skeptically justified.
Let us now consider the case where the algorithm enters line 4. Note that
by the considerations above there is no preferred labelling where a is out.
Focusing on lines 9-10, let us show that if line 10 is executed then a is not
skeptically justified. According to the definition of FindCLĽa , this happens if
there is no complete labelling Lab1 such that Lab1paq “ in and Lab Ĺ Lab1.
Since Lab P Lmu and there are no preferred labellings where a is out, in this case
Lab is a maximal complete labelling, i.e. a preferred labelling by Proposition 3.
As a consequence, there is a preferred labelling where a is undec entailing that
it is not skeptically justified.
To complete the proof, we first show that, in line 5, Lc Ď Lmu and Lc X
LPRpΓq “ H. This is obviously true before the first iteration of the outer
loop, since Lc “ H. It is also true after each iteration of the loop, since
we have shown above that the labelling Lab added to Lc in line 12 belongs
to Lmu, and taking into account lines 9-11 there is a complete labelling Lab1
such that Lab Ĺ Lab1, i.e. Lab is not maximal w.r.t. Ď and thus it is not a
preferred labelling. Now, the algorithm enters line 14 only if FindCLUĘa pΓ,Lcq
in line 5 returns K. According to the definition of FindCLUĘa , this entails that
tLab1 P LPRpΓq | Lab1paq “ undecu Ď Lc, where Lc X LPRpΓq “ H. Then
tLab1 P LPRpΓq | Lab1paq “ undecu is empty, and taking into account that there
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are no preferred labellings where a is out, we conclude that a is skeptically
justified, and the value returned in line 14 is correct.
Proposition 5. Let xA,Ry be an argumentation framework. A total function
Lab : A ÞÑ tin, out, undecu is a complete labelling iff it satisfies any of the
following conjunctive constraints for any a P A:
CØØ„ “ CØin ^ CØout
CØ„Ø “ CØin ^ CØundec
C„ØØ “ CØout ^ CØundec
CÑÑÑ “ CÑin ^ CÑout ^ CÑundec
CÐÐÐ “ CÐin ^ CÐout ^ CÐundec
Proof. We prove that each of the 5 conjunctive constraints is equivalent to
CØØØ “ CØin ^ CØout ^ CØundec, i.e. the constraint expressed in Definition 7. All of
them are obviously entailed by CØØØ, thus we have to prove that each of them
entails CØØØ.
As to CØØ„ , CØ„Ø and C„ØØ, the result derives from the fact that Lab is a function.
In particular, let us consider an argument a which satisfies CØØ„ . Let us first
prove CÐundec. If @b P a´Labpbq ‰ in ^ Dc P a´ : Labpcq “ undec, then
Labpaq ‰ in because of CÑin , and Labpaq ‰ out because of CÑout, thus the only
possibility is that Labpaq “ undec. As to CÑundec, if Labpaq “ undec then by CÐout
@b P a´Labpbq ‰ in, thus by CÐin Dc P a´ : Labpcq “ undec. Overall, CØundec is
satisfied, entailing CØØØ. The proofs for CØ„Ø and C„ØØ are analogous.
As to CÑÑÑ, with respect to CØØØ this constraint does not include the terms CÐin ,
CÐout and CÐundec. Here we prove that CÐin (and, similarly, CÐout and CÐundec) is
indeed satisfied. Let us consider an argument a such that @b P a´ Labpbq “ out,
and let us reason by contradiction by assuming that Labpaq ‰ in. Since Lab
is a function, if Labpaq ‰ in then either Labpaq “ out or Labpaq “ undec. If
Labpaq “ out, from CÑout Db P a´ : Labpbq “ in ‰ out. If Labpaq “ undec,
from CÑundec Db P a´ : Labpbq “ undec ‰ out. The proof for CÐout and CÐundec is
similar.
As to CÐÐÐ, the proof follows the same line. We prove that CÑin (and, similarly,
CÑout and CÑundec) is indeed satisfied. Given an argument a such that Labpaq “ in,
assume by contradiction that Db P a´ : Labpbq ‰ out. Since Lab is a function,
either Labpbq “ in or Labpbq “ undec. In the first case, CÐout entails that
Labpaq “ out ‰ in. In the second case, either CÐout or CÐundec applies, i.e.
Labpaq P tout, undecu thus Labpaq ‰ in. Following the same reasoning line, we
can prove that also CÑout and CÑundec hold.
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Figure A.26: Identifying some weak encodings.
Proposition 6. The following 6 encodings are weak:
CÑÐØ “ CØundec ^ CÑin ^ CÐout
CÐÑØ “ CØundec ^ CÐin ^ CÑout
CÑØÐ “ CØout ^ CÑin ^ CÐundec
CÐØÑ “ CØout ^ CÐin ^ CÑundec
CØÑÐ “ CØin ^ CÑout ^ CÐundec
CØÐÑ “ CØin ^ CÐout ^ CÑundec
Proof. For each encoding, we identify an argumentation framework and a non-
complete labelling which satisfies the relevant constraint. In particular, re-
ferring to Figure A.26: for CÑÐØ, see the labelling tpa, outqu of AF1; for CÐÑØ,
see the labelling tpa, inqu of AF2; for CÑØÐ, see the labelling tpa, undecqu of
AF1; for C
ÐØÑ, see the labelling tpa, undecq, pb, inq, pc, outqu of AF3; for CØÑÐ, see
the labelling tpa, inq, pb, undecq, pc, undecqu of AF4; for CØÐÑ, see the labelling
tpa, undecq, pb, outq, pc, inqu of AF3.
Theorem 3. All the encodings of cardinality 0, 1, and 2 are weak. Among the
encodings of cardinality 3, CÑÑÑ “ CÑin^CÑout^CÑundec and CÐÐÐ “ CÐin^CÐout^CÐundec
are correct and non-redundant, the other 18 encodings are weak. Among
the encodings of cardinality 4, CØØ„ “ CØin ^ CØout, CØ„Ø “ CØin ^ CØundec and
C„ØØ “ CØout ^ CØundec are correct and non-redundant, the 6 encodings CØÑÑ “
CØin ^ CÑout ^ CÑundec, CÑØÑ “ CÑin ^ CØout ^ CÑundec, CÑÑØ “ CÑin ^ CÑout ^ CØundec,
CØÐÐ “ CØin ^CÐout^CÐundec, CÐØÐ “ CÐin ^CØout^CÐundec, CÐÐØ “ CÐin ^CÐout^CØundec
are correct and redundant, the other 6 encodings are weak. All the encodings of
cardinality 5 and 6 are correct and redundant.
Proof. As to the first claim, it is easy to see that any encoding having cardinality
0, 1 and 2 is a strict subset of at least one (weak) encoding introduced in
Proposition 6, thus it is obviously weak too. As to the encodings having
cardinality 3, pCÑin ^ CÑout ^ CÑundecq and pCÐin ^ CÐout ^ CÐundecq are correct by
Proposition 5, and they are non-redundant since any strict subset has a cardinality
strictly lower than 3 (thus it is weak as shown above). The remaining 18 encodings
of cardinality 3 can take one of the following two forms: (i) 12 encodings include
CØin , CØout or CØundec and another single term; (ii) 6 encodings include two “left”
and one “right” terms, or vice versa. In both cases, it is easy to check that any
of these encodings is a strict subset of one of the weak encodings of Proposition
6. As to the encodings of cardinality 4, pCØin ^ CØoutq, pCØout ^ CØundecq and
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pCØin ^ CØundecq are correct by Proposition 5, and they are non-redundant since
they do not contain pCÑin ^ CÑout ^ CÑundecq nor pCÐin ^ CÐout ^ CÐundecq, thus any
subset is weak according to the considerations above concerning the encodings
of cardinality 3. Moreover, the 6 encodings CØÑÑ, CÑØÑ, CÑÑØ, CØÐÐ, CÐØÐ and CÐÐØ
are supersets of pCÑin ^CÑout ^CÑundecq or pCÐin ^CÐout ^CÐundecq, and thus correct
and redundant, while the other 6 encodings are the weak ones identified in
Proposition 6. Finally, all encodings of cardinality 5 and 6 contain at least one of
the correct encodings of Proposition 5, thus they are correct and redundant.
Lemma 1. Let Γ “ xA,Ry be an argumentation framework and Lab1,Lab2 P
LpΓq complete labellings. Da P A such that Lab1paq “ out and Lab2paq ‰ out
iff Db P A such that Lab1pbq “ in and Lab2pbq ‰ in.
Proof. As to the first direction of the proof, assume that Lab1paq “ out and
Lab2paq ‰ out. According to Definition 7, Db P a´ such that Lab1pbq “ in.
Since Lab2paq ‰ out, according to Definition 7 Ec P a´ : Lab2pcq “ in, thus it
must be the case that Lab2pbq ‰ in.
As to the other direction of the proof, assume that Lab1pbq “ in and Lab2pbq ‰
in. We consider two possible cases for Lab2pbq. If Lab2pbq “ out, according to
Definition 7 Da P b´ such that Lab2paq “ in. Since Lab1pbq “ in, according
to Definition 7 @c P b´,Lab1pcq “ out, and this also holds for a. If, in the
other case, Lab2pbq “ undec, according to Definition 7 Da P b´ such that
Lab2paq “ undec, and again it must also hold that Lab1paq “ out.
Proposition 7. Let Γ “ xA,Ry be an argumentation framework and Lab,Lab1 P
LpΓq stable labellings. All of the following statements are equivalent to Lab ‰
Lab1:
1. Db P A : Lab1pbq “ out^ Labpbq “ in
2. Dc P A : Lab1pcq “ in^ Labpcq “ out
3. Db P A : Lab1pbq “ out ^ Labpbq “ in and Dc P A : Lab1pcq “ in ^
Labpcq “ out
Proof. Taking into account that stable labellings do not assign the label undec
to any argument, the condition Lab ‰ Lab1 is equivalent to Db P outpLab1q :
Labpbq “ in or Dc P inpLab1q : Labpcq “ out. According to Lemma 1, this
entails all of the three conditions. The fact that each of the three conditions
entails Lab ‰ Lab1 is obvious.
Proposition 8. Let Γ “ xA,Ry be an argumentation framework and Lab1 P
LPRpΓq a preferred labelling. Then, @Lab P LCOpΓq, all of the following state-
ments are equivalent to Lab Ę Lab1:
1. Db P A : Lab1pbq “ out^ Labpbq “ in
2. Dc P A : Lab1pcq “ in^ Labpcq “ out
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3. Db P A : Lab1pbq “ out ^ Labpbq “ in and Dc P A : Lab1pcq “ in ^
Labpcq “ out
Proof. Each of the three conditions obviously entails Lab Ę Lab1, therefore we
can focus on the other direction of the proof.
Let us first prove that if Lab Ę Lab1 then the first condition holds.
Letting S ” inpLabqzinpLab1q, it is easy to see that S ‰ H. Indeed, S “ H
would entail inpLabq Ď inpLab1q and according to Definition 7 we would also
have outpLabq Ď outpLab1q, i.e. Lab Ď Lab1.
We now prove that S X outpLab1q ‰ H, i.e. Db P outpLab1q such that
b P S Ď inpLabq, entailing the first condition as desired.
For the sake of contradiction, let us assume S X outpLab1q “ H. We prove
that inpLab1qYS is admissible. Let us note that, by Proposition 4, inpLabq is a
complete extension and inpLab1q is a preferred extension, i.e. maximal admissible.
First, we prove that inpLab1q Y S is conflict-free. Indeed, if S Ñ inpLab1q then
inpLab1q Ñ S, since inpLab1q is admissible. If inpLab1q Ñ S then according to
Definition 7 we would have S X outpLab1q ‰ H, but this is not the case. Second,
we show that inpLab1q Y S defends all of its arguments. In particular, @a P A
with a Ñ inpLab1q Y S we distinguish two cases:
1. if a Ñ inpLab1q, then inpLab1q Ñ a since inpLab1q is admissible.
2. if a Ñ S then a Ñ inpLabq, since S ” inpLabqzinpLab1q. This entails
that inpLabq Ñ a, since inpLabq is a complete extension and thus admis-
sible. Now, if Lab1paq “ out then by definition inpLab1q Ñ a, otherwise
inpLabqzinpLab1q Ñ a, i.e. S Ñ a.
Summing up, @a P A with a Ñ pinpLab1q Y Sq, pinpLab1q Y Sq Ñ a holds,
i.e. pinpLab1q Y Sq is admissible. However, since S ‰ H and by definition
SX inpLab1q “ H, it holds that inpLab1q Ĺ pinpLab1qYSq. Quod est absurdum
because inpLab1q Y S is admissible contradicting the fact that inpLab1q is a
preferred extension.
Turning to the second condition, we know from the first one that Db P A such
that Lab1pbq “ out ^ Labpbq “ in. According to Definition 7, Lab1pbq “ out
entails that Dc P A (with c Ñ b) such that Lab1pcq “ in, and Labpbq “ in
entails that Labpcq “ out.
The third condition obviously follows from the first two conditions.
Proposition 9. Let Γ “ xA,Ry be an argumentation framework and Lab,Lab1 P
LCOpΓq. All of the following statements are equivalent to Lab1 Ĺ Lab:
1. inpLab1q Ď inpLabq^outpLab1q Ď outpLabq^Db P undecpLab1q : Labpbq “
out
2. inpLab1q Ď inpLabq^outpLab1q Ď outpLabq^Dc P undecpLab1q : Labpcq “
in
3. inpLab1q Ď inpLabq^outpLab1q Ď outpLabq^Db P undecpLab1q : Labpbq “
out^ Dc P undecpLab1q : Labpcq “ in
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Proof. Each of the three conditions obviously entails Lab1 Ĺ Lab. Let us then
assume that Lab1 Ĺ Lab, i.e. inpLab1q Ď inpLabq^outpLab1q Ď outpLabq^Db P
undecpLab1q : Labpbq P tout, inu. We distinguish two cases for Labpbq.
If Labpbq “ out, then the first condition holds. Moreover, by Lemma 1 (with
Lab1 “ Lab and Lab2 “ Lab1) there is an argument c such that Labpcq “ in
and Lab1pcq ‰ in. Since Lab1 Ĺ Lab, it cannot be the case that Lab1pcq “ out,
thus Lab1pcq “ undec, entailing the second and third conditions.
In the other case, Labpbq “ in and the second condition holds. Similarly to the
previous case, by Lemma 1 there is an argument c such that Labpcq “ out and
Lab1pcq ‰ out. Taking into account that Lab1 Ĺ Lab, it must be the case that
Lab1pcq “ undec, entailing the first and third conditions.
Proposition 10. Let Γ “ xA,Ry be an argumentation framework, a an argu-
ment in A and Lab1 P LpΓq a maximal complete labelling such that Lab1paq “
undec, i.e. ELab˚ P LpΓq such that Lab˚paq “ undec and Lab1 Ĺ Lab˚. Then,
@Lab P LPRpΓq such that Labpaq “ undec, all of the following statements are
equivalent to Lab ‰ Lab1:
1. Db P A : Lab1pbq “ out^ Labpbq “ in
2. Dc P A : Lab1pcq “ in^ Labpcq “ out
3. Db P A : Lab1pbq “ out ^ Labpbq “ in and Dc P A : Lab1pcq “ in ^
Labpcq “ out
Proof. Each of the three conditions obviously entails Lab ‰ Lab1, therefore we
can focus on the other direction of the proof.
Let us first prove that if Lab ‰ Lab1 then the first condition holds.
Since Lab is a preferred labelling, it must be the case that Lab Ę Lab1
(otherwise we would have Lab Ĺ Lab1 contradicting maximality w.r.t. Ď). This
in turn entails that inpLabq Ę inpLab1q. Indeed, according to Definition 7,
inpLabq Ď inpLab1q would entail outpLabq Ď outpLab1q, i.e. Lab Ď Lab1, which
is not the case.
Let us now consider the set inpLab1q Y inpLabq. Since inpLabq Ę inpLab1q,
it must be the case that inpLab1q Ĺ pinpLab1q Y inpLabqq. Moreover, since
Lab1paq “ undec and Labpaq “ undec, a R pinpLab1qYinpLabqq and it is not the
case that pinpLab1qYinpLabqq Ñ a (otherwise either Lab1paq “ out or Labpaq “
out). We reason by contradiction, by proving that if Eb P A : Lab1pbq “ out^
Labpbq “ in then pinpLab1q Y inpLabqq is a complete extension. This leads to a
contradiction, since by Proposition 4 the labelling Lab˚ ” Ext2LabpinpLab1q Y
inpLabqq would be a complete labelling and, by the conditions above, Lab1 Ĺ
Lab˚ and Lab˚paq “ undec, contradicting the maximality of Lab1.
Let us then prove that pinpLab1q Y inpLabqq is a complete extension. Let us
note that, by Proposition 4, inpLabq is a preferred extension and inpLab1q is a
complete extension.
First, pinpLab1q Y inpLabqq is conflict-free. Indeed, if inpLabq Ñ inpLab1q
then inpLab1q Ñ inpLabq, since inpLab1q is admissible. If inpLab1q Ñ inpLabq
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then according to Definition 7 there would be an argument b such that Labpbq “
in and Lab1paq “ out, but this has been excluded by assumption.
Second, we show that pinpLab1q Y inpLabqq defends all of its arguments.
For all b P A with b Ñ pinpLab1q Y inpLabqq, it holds that b Ñ inpLab1q or
b Ñ inpLabq. Since both inpLab1q and inpLabq are admissible, there must be
an argument c P pinpLab1q Y inpLabqq such that c Ñ b.
Finally, to show that pinpLab1q Y inpLabqq is complete we take into account
that inpLabq is a preferred extension. Since inpLabq Ď pinpLab1q Y inpLabqq
and pinpLab1q Y inpLabqq has been proved to be admissible, it must then be the
case that inpLabq “ pinpLab1q Y inpLabqq. Since any preferred extension is a
complete extension, the conclusion follows.
Turning to the second condition, as in the proof of Proposition 8 we know from
the first one that Db P A such that Lab1pbq “ out ^ Labpbq “ in. According
to Definition 7, Lab1pbq “ out entails that Dc P A (with c Ñ b) such that
Lab1pcq “ in, and Labpbq “ in entails that Labpcq “ out.
The third condition obviously follows from the first two conditions.
Appendix B. Summary of parameters used in algorithms
Parameter Domain Algorithm Comment
C˚ C “ tCÑÑÑ,
CÐÐÐ, CÑÑØ,
CÑØÑ, CÐÐØ,
CÐØÐ, CØÑÑ,
CØÐÐ, CØØ„ ,
CØ„Ø, C„ØØ,
CÑØØ, CÐØØ,
CØÑØ, CØÐØ,
CØØÑ, CØØÐ,
CØØØu
All The set of all the correct
encodings as identified by
Theorem 3
piSAll tJ,Ku Alg. 10, 13,
15
Parameter enabling using a
AllSAT solver
piSAll;O tJ,Ku Alg. 10, 13,
15
When using a AllSAT
solver, this parameter
forces, for each found
labelling, the creation of a
blocking clause based on
arguments labelled in,
requiring one of them to be
labelled out
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piSAll;I tJ,Ku Alg. 10, 13,
15
When using a AllSAT
solver, this parameter
forces, for each found
labelling, the creation of a
blocking clause based on
arguments labelled out,
requiring one of them to be
labelled in
piSO tJ,Ku Alg. 10, 13,
15
When not using a AllSAT
solver, this parameter
forces, for each found
labelling, the creation of a
blocking clause based on
arguments labelled in,
requiring one of them to be
labelled out
piSI tJ,Ku Alg. 10, 13,
15
When not using a AllSAT
solver, this parameter
forces, for each found
labelling, the creation of a
blocking clause based on
arguments labelled out,
requiring one of them to be
labelled in
piPS tJ,Ku Alg. 13, 15 Selector between
Algorithms 5 and 6 which
exploits the knowledge that
stable extensions are also
preferred
piPiO tJ,Ku Alg. 13, 15,
16
Further to Proposition 9,
to identify a complete
labelling which is strictly
more committed w.r.t. a
previously found complete
labelling, an argument
labelled undec should then
become out
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piPiI tJ,Ku Alg. 13, 15,
16
Further to Proposition 9,
to identify a complete
labelling which is strictly
more committed w.r.t. a
previously found complete
labelling, an argument
labelled undec should then
become in
piPeO tJ,Ku Alg. 13, 15,
16
Further to Proposition 8,
to identify a non-empty
complete labelling that is
not less committed w.r.t.
any found preferred
labelling, an argument
labelled in should then
become labelled out
piPeI tJ,Ku Alg. 13, 15,
16
Further to Proposition 8,
to identify a non-empty
complete labelling that is
not less committed w.r.t.
any found preferred
labelling, an argument
labelled out should then
become labelled in
Table B.5: Table summarising the parameters used in algorithms presented in Section 5.
Appendix C. Pilot study: performance comparison with minimal
number of propositional variables
For stable semantics, the CNFs identified in Proposition 11 can be modified
as presented in Proposition 12, by taking into consideration the constraintŹ
aPA Ua (cf. Algorithm 10 for instance). In Proposition 12, we use one
propositional variable Ia for argument a P A, implicitly defining two labels: if
Ia is assigned J, a is in, otherwise it is out. Proof of Proposition 12 is omitted
as it follows from straightforward manipulations.
Proposition 12. Given an AF Γ “ xA,Ry:
CÐin ”
ľ
taPAu
¨˝
Ia _
¨˝ ł
tb | bÑau
Ib‚˛˛‚
CÑin ”
ľ
taPAu
¨˝ ľ
tb | bÑau
 Ia _ Ib‚˛
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Mean runtime (s) Median runtime (s) Wilcoxon
Prop. 12 Prop. 11 Prop. 12 Prop. 11
st small 27.91 75.93 7.97 6.02 Yes
Z = -1.126
p = 0.260
st medium 19.33 19.46 13.38 13.85 No
Z = -2.057
p = 0.040
Table C.6: Statistics for the pilot study comparing computing EE-ST using three variables per
argument (cf. Prop. 11) and using one variable per argument (cf. Prop. 12. The Wilcoxon
column refers to Wilcoxon signed-rank tests aimed at assessing whether there is a statistical
significant change in the execution time.
CÐout ”
ľ
taPAu
¨˝ ľ
tb | bÑau
 Ib _ Ia‚˛
CÑout ”
ľ
taPAu
¨˝
Ia _
¨˝ ł
tb | bÑau
Ib‚˛˛‚
In this pilot study, we considered a portion of the ICCMA-15 benchmark,
namely the groups st small and st medium, which consist of graphs which
feature many complete/preferred/stable extensions.16 st small features AF s
with up to 300 arguments, while st medium features AF s with 400 arguments.
We ran Algorithm 10 using CÑin ^CÐin ^CÑout^CÐout with the CNFs specified
in Proposition 11, and we compared that against the same algorithm using
CÑin ^ CÐin ^ CÑout ^ CÐout with the CNFs specified in Proposition 12.17 We used
a 6 core machine Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-5820K CPU @3.30GHz with 8GB RAM.
Table C.6 summarises the statistics for this study. First of all, according to
a Wilcoxon signed-rank test, there is a significant change in the execution time
for AF s in st small, but there is no significant change for the larger AF s in
st medium. Moreover, considering the AF s in st small, the average runtime for
the version using the CNFs of Proposition 11 is higher than for the version using
the CNFs of Proposition 12, but this is reversed when considering median values.
Indeed, the median runtime of the implementation running on the CNFs specified
by Proposition 11 is smaller than the median runtime of the implementation
running on the minimal CNFs specified by Proposition 12.
16http://argumentationcompetition.org/2015/results.html
17In this case, references to Ua in Algorithm 10 must be ignored.
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Therefore, this pilot study seems to suggest that performance does not neces-
sary improve when considering fewer propositional variables when transforming
the constraints imposed by (stable) semantics into CNFs.
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